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By ED CONKLE
Complete plans for this year’s
relly song contest, now underway, ’ere revealed by Miss Barbara Benny, contest chairman, at
a rally committee m eet ing
Vednesday.
Students with an ideP for a
song and a fell; words to go with
it will have a chance to cash M
on .it in this year’s contest, sponsored by the lially Committee.
The writer of the best song
submitted ail! receive WM A
prize of $15 will be awarded to
the %%Titer of the second-best
. tune selected.
.
’This yeaCk contest.’’
Miss
Bently said, "will be similar to
.1.12e_nue_Ihat -WPC held le" yeas’
It is being held to boost spirit
through
student -composed
and
written musical compositions tvith
campus themes."
Everyone does_ a little improvising once in a while, and that
makes everyone a potential songwriter. Simply put down that
tune on paper, add a few words
.
amerena mat IS anout
IS to it.
fund-raising
Chapel
Memorial
the
student
of
me.nbers
the
above
Glorying in a task worth doing,
Those who don’t know much
committee are pictured planning the dri ve strategy. Seated fro m left to right are: Mad olle Foster, ;
about music might hunt around
Spartan Spears; Millie Knowles, AWS; Jeanie Merl, Gamma Phi Beta; Dick Vatim, Spartan Shields:
t Reid, chairman of th eonunitte. Standing. left.tti- right: Go rdon Shout_ for a friend with some knovviLionel Cross APO
edge of music on the technical
dice, Student 1’; Rov Wagner, Theta Xi; Joan Karsten, Gamma Phi Beta; John Glacaniazzi, SparSide. Ion may have a hidden
tan Shields: Rob Pettengill, IFC; BM Schulz, Alpha Phi Omega; Robert Dean, Student Y.
talent for writing songs and
lyrics. At any rate, now is the
time to Bud out.
Those who think their talents
would be limited to composing one
The following students are re- ,
I type of song but not another are
quested to report to the Grad.
+ fortunate in that songs for this
nate Manager’s office at their j
contest can be turned in under
Arab Nations-9 GI
earliest convenience: Aubrey B. 1
headings: a ilf.’,Ilt
t any
- of three
Arthur, James J. (instilled,
I
the, Senior Overnight, whet. vong (march), a fraternal song.
M a r el a
K el t h McPherson,
Asilomar, oi’ a hymn.
-Vet
Moorehead, Corwin Strong, Zol- uled for June 3 to 4 at
A.
Would-be songwriters might
for June
set
Ball,
Senior
the
and
WASHINGTON, May 25.7--The lie Sutherland, Frank Tuft,
keep in mind the bases on which
Jockey
Meadows
Bay
the
at
17
United States, Britain and Frahce
.
Club in San Mateo, will be the songs will te Judged: orginiality.
announced today agreement on
ri
first in a long list of Senior class In text and melodic line, and
Isand
nations
arming the Arab
according ta_ President arrangement.
activities,
rael. The agreement on a unified
. The tunes submitted will be
Fred Michels.
policy is designed to ease Arab- Niir
of the
Sunday, June 18, is the date of judged by several members
Jewish tension, prevent a new outMusic department faculty and, as
Sunday,
Baccalaureate;
Senior
area
the
break of war and bolster
if the best
, June 19, has been set aside for an added incentive,
against Communist aggression. m
will be
they
are
suitable,
songs
;Senior Day; Tuesday, June 20,
The nations are pledged to use the
’morning graduation. rehearsal and arranged by the band for presenarms only for their own internal
Tropic Tempo, this years an- the faculty reception; Wednesday, tation at a rally or at football
security.
games next year.
nual spring dance sponsored by June 21, Senior Beach day;
According to Miss I3ently, songs
VET FRAUD CHARGED
final
will
he
the
22
June
the Newman club, will be held Thursday,
rehearsal in the morning. The ; can he turned in anytime and the
SAN FRANCISCO, May 25. Lortitz, tonight with decorations arranged Senior 8anquel will follow that !deadline for all manuscripts is the
Paul S. Farrelle. San
The
!week preceding deadweek.
Lane, to designate a tropic atmosphere: evening.
Sky
owner
of
the
The Dave Brubeck progressive Village,
in the
should
be
placed
songs
and
Sousa
Martin
May 31, 11:30 an.., will be Rails. Committee’s box "R", in the
jazz concert will be held Wednes- Flying Service. Inc., was under , The music of
day. May 31, says Jim Porter. federal indictment today for what his Rhythm Counts will be en- the deadline for senior Over- Coop.
the government charged was the joyed by the large crowd that is night sign-ups, according to I
sophomore publicity chairman.
The concert will be in the Mor- "biggest veterans fraud on the expected at Newman hall, scene Overnight Chairman Betty Biqa- !
bin. A quota of 100 seniors is
ris Dailey auditorium at 3:30 p.m. west coast." Farrelle isarensed
of the event. Dancing will be from toeing aimed at for the affair.
and will take the place of the of making out false voucher;
Miss Brishin says.
show which was to have high- 45 veteran students in whici: he 9 pin. to I cm.
lighted the recent Frosh-Soph padded his instruction time. The
Refunds also will be ended on
According to Tony Mcsluri, sales
62-count indictment indicated the chairman, bids will he on sale all May 30. The overnight fee of
Mixer.
Students planning to attend
Brubeck and his quintet couldn’t fraud against the VA to he in ex - , day today at the palm-decorated $4.75 must be completely paid by
play at the Mixer because of last cess of $50,000.
’booth on campus and at the door June 1. A deposit of $3 will be Summer Session are reminded by
minute. union difficulties. _ "In
in Dr. Raymond M. Moeller. director,
RUSSIA SPENDING HEAVILY tonight. The bids have colorful collected at time of sign-ups
that Wednesday, May 31, Is the
spite of Brubeck’s failure to be
LONDON, May 25. A pioneer leis attached so that they may be the Library Arch.
able to keep his former appointAsilomar, June 3 to 4, has been last day for applying for registraSir worn around the wrist.
aircraft designer.
British
ment, he was interested in nlai
named as the place and time of tion permits.
c....r1 1Vits ;rot,
mstaat tr.Anu
.
____.
c2,, ...de
r lea etero, presment oi Ases.-Fomultemew_Imwsio-aLasciaaen-lannd In- the
ing for -San Jose State college
silt--17114-1-1141mutx_ 4nettnAlOd A ettrdild
avs11U l
oentx ana, later arrangements $5,000,000,000
tation by private cars WIll oe av- IRIVIPL Ur II1C ..1111
a year to build war
were made," said Porter.vitation to all students to attend ranged for those interested . The letins and indicate interest in atplanes. ’That ss twice as much as the dance. He said that the music,
A 35-cent admission will be
o’clock Sat- tending school during the.surnmer.
the United States and five times I dancing and refreshments will be class will leave at 11
charged.
return at
All proceeds will be
will
and
morning,
All persons who fail to apply for
urday
as much as Britain and "may well well worth the price of admission.
donated to the World Student
registration by Wednesday will
6 p.m. Sunday night
be an understimate," Fairey said.
Service fund. Although tickets
sign-up at 2 p.m., July 3
will be sold at the door, advanced
Preliminary applications indisale tickets will be distributed to
cate that this year’s enrollment
house organizations at the beginwill be slightly higher than that
nitig of next week. says Porter.
ofi 10st year, Dr. Mosher said,
students
tilliSts
for
especially
,
night
,
Free bids to the Saturday
Many more students are signing
our
to
contributed
have
who
Chapel ball are still available at I
up for the full nine-week session.
said.
Dents
drive,!’
rahiptis
the Library arch booth, according!
ear’s Summer Sessieln
"This
Outstanding decorationipiece of
In case you missed yesterday’s to Duke Deras, socinl affairs
rea more rounded recrewill
hate
large,
be
a
will
etening
the
forecast, don’t worry. The weather chairman. The Civic auditorium,’
said Dr. Mosher,
prograni,"
Memorial
ation
the
of
replica
alistic
was just fine. And more of the from 9 p.m. to 1 am. is the Scene
Chapel. A royal blue crepe paper who adds that a folk-dancing
event.
Memorial
of
the
same is in the offing for ’today
sky,eith 201 gold stars will corn- course %yin be offered as part of
with a rising mercury, Thursday’s
Admittance nt the door will
plete the scene . The 201 ’stars the recreattit program.
high was 80 with a low of 50. be by bid or student body card.
Betty June Holt. Her selections,
Skies were clear for a change.
The orchestra of Dick Reinhart
will be "Count Every Star" and
and the %veal stylings of Miss
represent the San Jose State co, Betty Brownell will entertain
loge students who were killed in
Bob (Voss, president of the
Spartan prom trotters.
the Wm Id War II, according to
VAUGHAN MONROE BALLOT
Flying 20 club, announced today
chairdecorations
1DorothrLittig.
be
will
Intermission highlight
that there are two openings in the
man.
the pinging of Spartan lovely Miss
club.
Patrons for the affair include
My Favorite Song is
"’The Man I Love".
The entrance fee will be $75,
I Dean of Women Helen Dimrnick,
Attire for the hop Is dressy.
enables the member to fly
which
and
Dr.
Pitman,
Paul
Men
of
I-Deen
The dance will culminate the
per hour. Upon leaving
$1.50
for
Izetta
Mrs.
Mrs. H. .M. Clark,
week-long campus Chapel drive.
the club a major portion of the
Mr.
Loze,
Anna
Miss
Pritchard,
"The dance Is being planned by
Fill out and turn in to the Spartan
land Mrs. ’Wilbur Luick’ and Mr. fee will be refunded, minus $10
the Social Affair. committee,
Daily office today.
a year depreciation.
I Edward Cundiff.
BETTY BROWNELL
which Is sponsoring the affair

By MARION SUMMERS
"Dover Road", a comedy by
A. A. Milne, opened’ last night for
a three day run in the Actors’ Lab.
The audience, though small, was
appreciative.
The opening night cast acquitted
itself nicely, and minor flaws did
not detract from the performance.
Bryon. Rose, as the roguish Mr.
Latimer, displayed a marked talent for comedy, and he spoke his
lengthy lines with ease. Wayne
Mitchell’s Leonard was highly effective, and if he did not quite
look the part of an English Lord,
his acting, especially in the second act, more than compensated
for the.clefirfeney.
Gloria Pitchel-, as Anne, gave
gentle dignity to the role. Miss
Pitcher possesses a pleasing voice,
and she played her scenes with
Mr. Latimer especially well.
Georgene Lloyd’s Eustasia fairly bubbled. Miss Lloyd \vas called
upon to squeal and gurgle most of
the time, and she managed to be
highly amusing while she was doing it.
As Nicholas, Robert
Wie be
played are Smoking bachektr
- Who love -13nith Anne and Eustasis briefly, and finally left for
the continent in disgust. Wiebe
put a lot of humor into the part,
and the money -lending scene was
very effective.
Robert Reinking, as the inscruitable servant, Dominic, was
quite good.
He definitely belonged at Mr. Latimer’s "sort of
an hotel."
The Actors’ Lab staff filled in
well as Mr. Latimer’s servants.
The pace of "Dover Road" was
notable. It moved along smoothly
and crisply, an indication of the
able direction of John R. Kerr.
Settings were by Harrison McCreath, and costumes were by
Chez Haehl
The audience enjoyed "Dover
Road" for the "absurd comedy"
that it was.

Chapel Group Plans Strategy
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Nour Name Here?
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Fraud Charged
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SPARTAN DAILY

Puzzled

Thrust and Parry
II
Spartan Daily Why a Chapel?
Much Pride
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Published daily by the Associated Students of San Jose Slate coffins, except Saturday and Dear Thrust and Parry:
Sunday durina the college year with one issue during each final examination week.
Coal to Newcastle! There are
well over half a hundred ,churches
Mciabcs
in San Jose (eight are within two
ilssocialed
short
blocks
of
Washington
Square); yet State must have its
Office: Publications Building (B93) on E. San Carlos street.
own $50,000 chapel!
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First strosst, San Jose
Not that the idea of an on211
Dept.,
Ext.
Advertising
Ext.
210
Editorial,
Telephones: CYpress 4 - 6414
campus temple is so bad. Twentyholders.
card
ASB
for
non
per
quarter
Subscription Pric: $2.50 per year or $1
seven thousand students at UC
get
along without a chapel, but
Manager
RICHARDSBusiness
MILT
SKILLICORNEditor
BOB
that is certainly no reason why
Dan Hruby
Jack Russell
Sports Editor.
News Editor
seven thousand Spartans should
Society Editor.--.7!.Florence Ross
Bey Lymbumer
Desk Chief
Raver be forced to hazard their physical
Wire
Editorial, Photo Editor Wally Wenzel
well -beings crossing busy city
Helen Davis I
Feature Editor
Make-up Editors Bruc Brotzman, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Charleen Little, streets in search of spiritual succor.
Donnie Nunes, Marion Summers.
Bruce Brotzman, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Ron Marcus, Ross
The plan to palm off this proCopy Desk
Massey, Homer Slater, Thad Spinola.
posed chapel as a memorial to
ReportersJack Angius, Firmo Cambianica, Bill Chambers, Edward Contd., Bar- those who fought in World War
bara Demy, John Drmel, William Epler. Francis Errota, Albert Grossi, II is, however, an expensive
Moses De Guzman, Roy Hurlbert, Alan Long, Tom Murphine, La Verne travesty on gratitude.
.
Potts, Douglas Prestage, Edward Roper, Elmer Rodrigues, Jeanne Thomas,
Surely, under existing condiJerome Thomas.
tions, $50,000 can bc .used much
ADVERTISING STAFF
more profitably than by erecting
Beth
Watson
Office Manager
a pantheon. Siich an amount
Beier,
John
Bardacos,
Dick
Bierscls,
Fred Allred, Jim Baker, Beverly
Salesmen
would
go a long way in scholarGrant,
John Bleckw11, Williem Ernst, William Francis, Edward Gasper, Dick
Ralph Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Rey Lyon, Ralph Peterson, Ben Pettus, Vin- ships or, better yet, as a self-perpetuating loan fund for worthy
cent Scampini, Frances Sterling.
students. And think of the living
quarters that $50,000 might build;
or the plant improvements it could
pay for--for example, an enlarged
Morris Dailey auditorium.
Sparin
the
appeared
which
Parry
Thrust
and
Francis J. Kelley’s
That all Spartans who died
tan Daily Wednesday brings to a head a situation which the Daily serving their country believed in a
committee.
the
Personnel
believes should be reviewed thoroughly by
God, we cannot know: thus a
The Personnel office, as Kelley said and as Mr. Joe H. West, chapel is inappropriate.
One thing is certain, -bow-dean of student personnel and guidance, confirmed, has been
ever;
their voluntary attenzcollege
clipping Thrust and Parry articles written by San Jose State
dance at a college attests the
students and filing them in students’ personnel records.
value that ALL of State’s war
Mr. West says, -The main purpose for clipping the articles is dead gave to education.
to add to the store of information we have concerning the students.’
What better memorial gesture
He adds, -50 students have been aided by this practice where one may be made in the name of the
has been injured.- Mr. West points out that during the war the students who went to war than to
Personnel office was able to supply various governmental agencies improve opportunities for the education they so evidently enwith much more information regarding students than if the Thrust dorsed?
and Parrys had not been clipped.
J. W. Pearson, ASB 3772.
But here’s where the major point of criticism exists.
R. D. Shields, ASB 5042.

Colle6sale Wets

It’s Time to Reconsider

The Daily agrees that. the ’Personnel office should clip news
and feature articles concerning students’ activities, but it does not
believe that Thrust and Parry articles should be placed in the files.
of arehic hw re!trete n rbe7ilyavailablecontroversial:to campusrsons Dear Thrukt and Parry:
Parrys
the
Most ThrustandPnds
matters,
backgrounds
__Last Wednesday some isolationreading the files. It is not fair to Thrust and Parry writers or to per- ist congratulated the administraPersons reading the files to allow use of Thrust and Parrys as valid
tion "for its economy and farsiyhtedness" in deciding to disconsonnel file material.
The Daily fails to see how Thrust and Parry letters can reveal tinue our courses in Russian Literature and Language. This stua student’s true character and persona!ity. It would be an unfortunate dent’s
I condemn, for I
occurrence indeed if a student’s Thrust and Parry were some day cannot viewpoint
se-e-the larsightednets
to hinder him from obtaining a job.
taking an isolationist aproach
Mr. West says that 50 stUdents have been aided by this practice to a world crisis.
where one student is harmed. Isn’t that ONE student important? It
Since 1900 the United States
is unthinkable that even ONE student should be injured by a Thrust has been a world power and with
our force in the world we should
and Parry.
some responsibility ibr
How can a prospective employer or a person interested in a assume
what happens to us in the course
student’s record possibly know what the underlying motives were of international politics. Neither
for the student’s letter?
the country as a whole nor this
The Daily believes that the present policy of the Personnel office college can afford to adopt a head
is detrimental to the purpose of the Thrust and Parry column in the sand attitude.
Whether we aproach the presspecially now that the policy has been made public.
Students are going to refrain from expressing themselves on ent crisis from the standpoint
of trying to resolve the conflict
campus issues and problems simply because they will not want to through
understanding or
jeopardize future job opportunities. Who can blame them?
through a program of knowing
your enemy, one inevitably
Consciously or not, the Personnel office is holding a club
comes to the conclusion that we
abpve all Thrust and Parry writers. The right of free speech on
had better know what we are
this campus is therefore seriously endangered.
about.
The Daily_does not and -will not believe that Mr. Weirtifid-fh-e
San Jose State, as an instituother membews-ollitir-Personnel Wriltrirt tee have
t on o
earning, Is remaPkhriorder to blackball students’ opportunities.
ably -attRiWfte--eithetE-lturpose. W
The Personnel committee undoubtedly believed that it merely should make the atempt to face
was doing a more complete job and at the same time helping stu- this world crisis and to know the
issues involved from all sides indents. But, unfortunately, their good intentions have backfired.
stead of deluding ourselves that a
The Daily respectfully requests that the Personnel committee "spirit of national pride" is going
reconsider its policy of clipping Thrust and Parrys. Only by such to do the trick.
action will the committee really be serving the best interests of San
And that means’ that we should
Jose State college students.
reconsider the decision to discon-

Head In Sand

_

_

From G.I. to B.A.
From G.I. to B.A. in four years.
Behind these typically American labels is, the story of the veteran
attending colleges throughout the nation. In 1946 the first great
group of these veterans enrolled in the schools of their choice.
Now four years have passed and these veterans are preparing
for the 1950 graduation ceremonies. After the commencement exercises this June the number of ex -servicemen will slope steadily downwards until there are but a few remaining.
Their combined effect on our college system has been tremendous. The Spartan Daily next week will survey that contribution in a
series aibur Tinicles,Ate the veteran -arlir-n os7e-Sfiette.
Here you will read about the veteran in athletics: the veteran in
social and service fraternities; the veteran as a leader in student
affairs: and the veteran as a student.

tinue these Russian courses and
should realize that they are the
very means by which San Jose
State can assume its responsibility.
Sincerely,.
Edward Shickell, ASB 7016.

’Time and the Conways
June 8-13
After the Show-- _
COFFEE and 0014UTi

DIERKSSan Carton

Dear Thrust and Parry and
Loyal Flag-Waving American:
I wish to congratulate you on
your beautiful exposition of pigheaded patriotism. After reading
your letter of the 24th I am
strongly tempted to resign my citizenship and turn hermit. However I’ll confine myself to correcting the most obvious of your
outrages against mankind.
First, you assume that those
courses in Russian were dropped
because they present .the language and literature of an unfriendly nation and might encourtrge
subversive
attitudes
among our stodents. That is
completely untrue.
The
administration
dropped
those courses only because of student apathy, and would probably
be willing to put them back in the
curriculum if enough students
would take them. Teachers to
whom I have spoken since_rel
regret the necessity of discontinuing them.
Second, you doubt that any
good can come of these courses. If
we ever learn to get along with
Russiathe only alternative to
total warwe must get inside the
Russian’s mind and see how the
world looks to him.
Even if we should go to war,
.and win, we could never win 1!_
lasting peace except on the basis_

Dear "Loyal American"
(ASB 7760):
You puzzle rhe! I caniitecide
whether you were being sarcastic
or dead serious when you penned
"Loyal American" letter
that
which appeared in the Daily on
May 24.
That dramatic plea for the abolition of Russian Classes can be
taken two ways: 1) You were
kidding. 2) You meant it. If you
were kidding, read no further. If
you meant it, I offer this thought
for _your ’consideration: In a time
of world stress such as we are
now in, honest information about
the rest of the world is sorely
needed. This is especially true of
Russia, since most "information"
in that regard is so emotionally
charged.
I believe that the termination of
the classes in Russian literature,
language, and history, would be a
very unwise move.
Fred J. Jobs, ASB 4684.
of international understanding.
Courses in Dussian can help us
gain that understanding.
you claim we have too
little national pride, whereas in
reality we are suffering from -too
much of it. Nationalism is the
stuff of which wars are made. It
is as dangerous and as narrowminded now as sectionalism was
a century ago. What we need is
International unity.
Senator McCarthy would love
you.
Cecil Webb,
ASB 6464.

Correction
To Thrust and Parry:
Let me make a correction in
the figures given in the article on
Russian Studies appearing in the
May 24 issue of Spartan Daily.

Hard F nished Shoes
For Men
Featuring
Prices

The figures given, 11 students in
Russian Literature, 19 in First
Year Russian, 55 in Russian History, and an 89 total average,
refer to the average enrollment
for the past three years.

Patented
Styles

The figures for this quarter are
10 in Literature, 12! in Language,
45 in History and a total of 75.
Cyril Bryner.
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George’s Cleaners
FOR STATE STUDENTS
Expert Finishing on Blouses,
Sweaters, Knit Skirts
Gabardines Hand -Finished

I
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Education Professor to Head
Reading Conference at Tulsa

’30’ Members
1-101aMeeting

Mrs. Lillian Gray, associate professor of education at San Jose
State college, will leave Friday for Tulsa, Okla., where she will lead
a two-weeks’ conference on reading. The conference will be held in

Army Officials
Inspect Local
ROTC Today
Inspection units from Army and
Air Force will inspect the San
Jose State college ROTC department today and Monday.
Two reviews will be conducted
today, one at 12:30 o’clock for the
Air ROTC students, and one at
2;30 p.m. for the Military Science
unit. The affairs will take place
on the San Carlos turf, between
the Men’s gym and the ROTC barracks.
Lieutenant Colonel Landon E.
McConnell, inspector general of
the Fourth Air force, will lead a
team of inspectors studying the
administrative work of the division’s personnel. The team yes2_
terday observed class-room instruction by the various officers
of the department.
Colonel Sylvester E. Nortner,
of the U.S. Army Central subarea, is in charge of the inspection of the Military Science divislon. He will review SJS ’military
police and tactics students. Monday the team will conduct classroom observation.
.
According to the ROTC de
ment, students and facultY are
vited to attend the reviews today.

Engineers Meet
Nominations for officers will be
held at the meeting of the Engineering society to be held today at
11:30 a.m. in Room S210. President Clayton Farlowe asks all
members to attend the meeting.

CPURCH
DIRECTORY
_
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Second and St. John Streets
Sunday, 0:00 a.m.Holy Communion
9.30 a.m.Church School
11:00 am.Morning Prayer and Sermon
6:00 p.m.Cantrb.try Club Supper
730 p.m.Canterbury Club Meeting
Rev. Howard I. Scholton
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
Phone CYpress 3-7153

GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
(United Lutheran Church in America)
Rev. Clarence F. Crouser, AB: ’23
59 E. Julien St.
Sunday, 9:45 am.Church School
1) a.m.Morning Service by pastor.
7 p.m.Luther League.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
80 S. Fifth Street

9:45 a.m.College Class
ILO/ a.m."The New Birth"
Yount,- Fellows op
Professor Jacobs speaking on
"My Faith in God."
Rev. Franz, Pastor

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
MrI Roark, Pastor’s Assistant
Second & San Antonio Streets

Collsg Ago Group: "Senior B. Y."
6:15 Sunday evenings. The group
has wide awake meetings each Sun.
day night. Outsid speakers are
brought in from time to time. A variety of social activities is scheduled
throughout th school year. Ono Sunday month 46-9roup gOis ’to A*
Odd fellows Horne to hold sorvices.
The group also sponsors other activities at tbeseed arises.

;C

. b

’

LILLIAN GRAY

Reitzel Speaks
At ’Twenty’ Meet

,4

Members of the "30" club, honorary Journalism society, are asked to Meet at 332 S. Seventh
street, Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.,
according to Donnie Nunes, president.
Plans will be formulated for a
beach party on Saturday, June
10. The club sponsors an all-day
beach party annually. This year
the Spartan Daily staff has been
invited to join the festivities, Miss
Nunes stated.
Members who are unable to attend may leave excuses’ on the
bulletin board in the Daily office.
All "30" club members are asked
to be present, she said.

"The Twer.ty", a group of newspaper Photographers, met at the
Ste. Claire hotel recently. Dr.
Marques E. Reitzel, head of the
San Jose State college Art department, was featured speaker

Alan Cranston, national president of the United’World Federalists, Will speak -.11Tifte American Legion hall in LOS Gatos,
Sunday at 8 p.m., according to
Bill Evans, local chapter member.
All San Jose-State college students are invited, declared Evans.
Admission is free. Entertainment
will be provided by Adolph Bailer,
accompanist to Yehudi Menuhin.

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 - 13

Jensen Installed

A CAREER
with a FUTURE

SAY! ALL HOUSE MANAGERS!

oprographic

Eta EpsilonElects
Castherg as Head
Sonja Cast berg, home economics major, was elected president
of Eta Epsilon; home economics
society, recently.
, Chosen as her subordinates
were Nadine’ Caster, vice-president; Jeanne Murphy, secretarytreasurer,
te!tirjraTer.r. to/W.
.
carder At,
.yof:18
AWS representative.
Club Members
graduated will be honored ata
picnieJune 7 to be held at Roosevelt junior high school. Girls
working on the affair are Jean
Martin, Jeanne Murphy, Joyce
Harri s, Antoinette Amhrosino,’
Florence Emig, Anne Egan, Betty
Bullock, and Catherine Egan.

Student Y volunteers start tabulation this Saturday on the poll I
of recreation facilities recently
taken in Santa Clara county. The
poll was taken to show where the
youth of the county needed recreation and clubs the most.
Jim Martin, Y executive secretary, stated that even though the
poll -taking has been completed,
the need for tabulators is still

great.

"Any sudent wishing to help in
the poll may sign up tcylay, at tits 3:0.747
Student Y house," gartiti state(
I

3

Federalist Prexv

Dr. Harry T. Jensen, associate
Thes Wings Offer You
professor of education, will be installed as vice-president of the
Alpha Omega field chapter of Phi
Delta Kappa, honorary fraternity
of education majors, Thursday at
Campbell high school, at 6 p.m.,
cation office.
ADVERTISEMENT on _Page
Dr. Calvin Flint, president of
The number one articld in this
Under the chairmanship of.Jack
month’s issue of "This Earth", a Wright of the San Jose News, the
publication of the Henry J. Kai- group listened to Dr. Reitzel disser company, is entitled, "The cuss "Joys of Painting as an AvoCoeds Rate at San Jose State". cation". He concluded his talk by
For, pastries of all kinds for any event, why not trye us? Thirty
The four-page spread in the in- sketching a seascape for the
dustrial magazine, deals with the guests.
years in San Jose has taught us what you want for desserts,
building of the new section of the
party favors, and for special occasions. Orders of all sorts
William Wasson, former San
Women’s gym, along with the out - Jusuu St t
taken and filled. Save time and money
phone us now!
11
t d t
lining of future SJS building plans. present at the meeting. Acording
The article Is jammed with to Dr. Reitzel, Wasson now does
large Picture"flhe Spartan cam’
cans221 S. 2nd Opposite YWCA CY 4-3717
work for Life magaim. The piettife MT the first page-azjne.
shows the Inner Quad and Tower.
Other shots show the outer quad
and various stages of the construction -of-the gym by O. E. An.
derson, general contractor.
Managing Editor of "T his
Earth" is Bob Conner, who attended San Jose State college
in 1941-42. The article which
accompanies the photographs
says in part. "California% other
five state colleges seem to have
fared well in state allocations,
bat San Jose State, with 35 per
4
cent of the state’s college en/
rollnrsent.’has received only eight
cent of the Istods.- Ambi
A TRADITION IN SAN JOSE
tious expansion plans are gathering dust atop the desk of
school president Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie."
The article continues, "It will
be some time before San Jose
State officials can breathe easily again, but they are glad to
see a definite start toward the
building of adequate facilities
needed to provide the best educakind San
tional facilitiesthe
Jose stUdents used to enjoy."

SJS Building
Is Featured
In ’This Earth’

Student Pollsters
Conduct Survey

TIMES OF WORSHIP
Sunday, 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wed.. 7:30 p.m., Prayer Meeting

t4
4’ ’
.tC I.

the Will Rogers auditorium at the
University of Tulsa and will be in
session from May 29 to June 9.
Teachers from all parts of the
state will attend.
- During the conference Mrs.
Gray is scheduled to give 12
speeches on such subjects as reading readiness, developmental
reading, remedial reading and semantics. She is regarded as an authority on this subject in educational circles and has written 11
books, several of which are used
in schools of Oklahoma, as well
as other states.
Her college textbook, "Teaching
.Children to Read", is used at the
University of Tulsa.
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kKt haticdos
.15 Pledges
Gamma neoKappa
Kappa
phytes were formally initiated last
week, according to Marjorie
Goody, chapter president and
pledge trainer of the class.
A banquet honoring the new
Initiates was held at the Calvary Methodist church. Guest
speaker for the affair was Mrs.
Eaten Andres, national director
of chapters. Past-president Barbara Aibaugh acted as toastmistress, and Miss Goody introduced new members to the group.
Janet Miland, president of the
pledge class, and.Miss Goody made
presentation of awards to the
most active initiate and the new
member with the highest scholarship average for the past quarter.
Girls who received their keys
in the rites were: Marie Bridges, I
Judy Dunlap, Carole Ryan, Audrey Berglund, Melba Tharp, Viola
Bellora, Betty Darendinger, Virginia Wetzel, Carol Larson, Phyllis Nye,
Patricia Ryan,
Claire
Knipe.
Carol Hallahan, Marty Darrow,
Patricia Dyer, Barbara Hale, Janet Miland, Vera ’Krone, Mary
Power; Nancy Embshoff, Rosalie
Young, Pamela Pekor, Barbara
Leach, JoAnne Moore, Barbara
Berry, Charlotte Maloyan, Rosemary McKean, Lorelie Holbrook,
Marguerite Clayton, Rose Ellis,
Lulu Luchsinger, Diane Price,
Marilyn Richards, NanCie Johnson
and Jean Baxter.

>

Four Fraternities Flan
Weekend Activities
It’s party time this week-end
for members, pledges, and dates
of four campus national fraternities. Unique themes and tradition
will furnish the background for
each of the affairs.

proximately 175 couples, representing Cal, Stanford, and SJSC, will attend the ante-bellum
affair. Ray Hackett and his orchestra will provide music from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m.
Confederate army uniforms, and
DELTA THETA OMEGA
hoop skirts will mingle
crinoline
Highlighting the last Delta Theta Omega alumni reunion, and the with magnolias and red roses as
24th in an annual, series, fratern- the "deep South" again comes
ity men will gather at the Ha- to life for the drawing KAs.
waiian Gardens tonight to "meet DELTA SIGMA PHI
and become re-acquainted with
The DSPs will wade into things
brothers old and new," according
tomorrow night when they preto Reunion Chairman Eben Hubsent their annual ’Sailor’s Ball".
bard.
Davy Jones’ Looker atmosphere
Over 200 men, representing the
and native costumes will prevail.
chapter rq.11 call since 1926 will
Refreshment highlight will be Haattend the ,stag banquet tonight.
waiian punch.
Prominent alumni attending the
DSP stars Tony Sweetland and
affair will include Dr. Robert
Dick Edwards will ,entertain the
Rhodes,D
y, Dr. "Water Babies" with their interJ. M. Clancy, Mr. H. Brakebill.
pretation, of native songs and
former SJSC comptroller, Don
dances.
True, SJSC alumni chairman, Dr.
Hugh Gillis, and Mr. Vince Cau- PI KAPPA ALPHA
hape, college photography instruc_All fraternities and sororities
tor.
campus will 1 represented toon
DTO’s and their guests will gachapter house,
ther at Pleasure Point Surf club night at the PiKA
beachcombers and deck
in Santa Cruz tomorrow night to when
at the organization’s
attend the first annual Hawaiian hands mi?(
dance.
"Shipwreck"
"Luau". Sarongs, moo moos, and
Scene of the colorful hop will
the traditional poi will add tropicof the Reed street
al spice to the dinner dance. Or- be the basement
Nets, buoys, and
house.
chapter
chid leis, bamboo bids, and frawill furnish realternity bracelets will be present- ocean refugees
ed to "Hula Gals" of the evening, istic decorations.
according to Hubbard.

KAPPA ALPHA
-The sixth annual Dixie Ball-Wilt
convene under the Confederate
Banner tomorrow night, when local KAs and their dates journey
to the Peninsula Country club for
A collective pledge dance will the traditional hop
be sponsored tonight by members
of Theta Xi fraternity. The Student Union from 9 to 12 p.m. will
be the scene of the hop.
The stork delivered Roger DougPledges representing all campus
social organizations will be feted las Patrick to Mr. and Mrs. Dean
by the national group. Sorority Patrick yesterday morning. May
and f rat ernity neophytes will 25, at 6:30 a.m. in San Jose hosdance to music "off the record". pital. The baby boy weighed 7 lbs.
Entertainment highlights will cul- 151i ozs._
’Roger will be welcomed by hisminate the evening’s festivities,
.22-months -old s brother, .Stephen
Faculty pations for the affair,
are Dr. Carl Duncan and Dr. Ro- John. Father of ’the young Patricks is a senior police student at
bert Schuck.
SJSC.

FOR DELICIOUS MEALS
PROPER ATMOSPHERE
AND REASONABLE PRICES

eta Xi Sponsors
Collective Dance

LILIAN D1MPFL AND LLOYD PETERSEN

Brick of Ice Conceals
Surprise Announcement
,A large brick of ice concealed
the surprise Announcement of the
engagement of Lilian Dimpfl to
Lloyd Petersen at a recent meeting of ehi Omega.
Miss Dimpfl, ’daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. M. L. Dimpfl of San
Francisco, is a junior at San Jose
State college majoring in fine
arts. She is an active member of
Alpha Gamma and Delta Phi Delta, art fraternities, and Chi Ome-

ga.
Petersen is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eric Petersen of Livermore
and is a senior engineering major
at SJSC. He is affiliated with the
Engineering society and Kappa
Alpha.
The couple announced their engagement during a party at the
home of Miss eDimpfl’s ’parer
-AK
They plan to be married next
summer.

Chi 0 Initiates FourKnights ,
Sunday afternoon, during a picnic held at Club Almaden by Chi
Omega sorority, four men were
initiated into the recently organized Chi Omega Knights. Five
men were pledged to the organization at this time also.
Ceremonies were conducted
by Dr. G. A. McCallum. founder
of the o rig In a I Chi Omega
Knights at Stanford university.
and Dick Bolds, a_cluseteitinemher from Sfufeed.--

Faitos and John Hetzler, alums
of SJSC, and Nat Fast and Jack
Foster, students of the college.
Pledges of the group are Kenneth Black,
Dick Schofield,
Sage Morris, Ted !kapok), Keith
Kerwin, and Bill Oltmann, all
students of SJSC.
Swimming, a barbeque, and
dancing were enjoyed by more
than 50 Chi Omega members and
guests who were present at the
affair.
GenerdAlifffi’11111-116111V-Mar-

Bar-B-Q CHICKEN
Bar-B-Q SPARERIBS

Stork Delivers Baby Boy
To Mr.. Mrs. Dean Patrick

$1.25 plus

tax

OUTDOOR DANCING
WESTERN MUSIC

STARTS MAY 26
Every Friday and Saturday
From then onCCIFT alllots of fun

OPOCCO
El Camino Real
31/2 miles from Santa Clara

DSG Holds Beach
Party at Capitola
Sunday the members of Delta
Sigma Gamma and their dates
held a Hawaiian "Luau" at a
beach near Capitola.
Members made flowered leis for
their dates, and a prize was given
for the most original one. Joyce
Reed, date of Dick Schmitz, won
the prize, an inscribed ukelele.
Don Siemen’s date, Jackie Foster,
was awarded second prize.
The beach was decorated with
palm leaves and branches and a
south sea lean-to. During the
serving of lunch, DSG pledges
sang appropriate songs.

"Known for Good Food"
17

E. Santa

NORRIS ...

Clara St.

for Campus fabrics

y:Me_ WAJEtited_1111nler

kty_ Pat Marshall, Melba Sills and
far-their- assistance to the
-Chi Omega chapter include Ernie Kitty Gunner:

Frat Holds Rites
Faculty Group
Kappa Sigma Kappa, internaHas Dinner-Dance tional
social fraternity, held an

The Los Gatos Little Village
Inn was the setting Saturday
night for the Dorians’ annual
Nineteen
dinner-dance.
formal
couples attended the event, climaxing the year’s activities for
the members of this faculty dancing group.
Baird was general
For
chairman for the affair. He was
assisted by James Craig, and Hubert Morgan.
Dr. George Bruntz is president
of the Dorlans and Dr. Bert Morris is treasurer.

There’s Never a
Dull Moment at

THE COOP
alleallISISIOR.1011110111111,10.1111."rame.

informal initiation May 22, at 596
S. 10th street.
Chris Arce, Henry Ayala, Kenneth Foy, Calvin Swan, and Robert E’hrenfried were infoltmally
initiated.

Chi Pi Sigma, campus police
fraternity, recently announced the
names of six men who will serve
as officers for the coming year.
Homer Ireland of San Diego is
the new president of the group.
Stan Lobodinski won the vice
presidency. Others include George
Kalman, secretary; Wes Dobbs,
corresponding secretary; DeWitt
Hupp. sergeant -at -arms; and Cliff
Chambers, historian.

BETA PHI SIGMA’S
Annual Beachcomber
carelet

Dance

Monday, May 29

Music by the TOWNSMEN

Butcher -Linen
Printed and Plain
In a large selection of colors.
DUSTERS
SUITS
CLAM DIGGERS
SPORTSWEAR

e4CP
&al 4/111/4

98EY
19’

YD.

NOIRIS’

"San Jose’s Store for Yardage"
for 23 years
2 68 S. FIRST

CY 2-1787

-
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Hard times . .
izappa Kappa
Gamma pledges and active retreat to the Santa Cruz moun-tains next week-e.nd_4a_indblee_111
some hardtime-party-time. Pamela
Moore’s hillside cabin will be the
scene of the affair, and active
Bar-bara Belknap has rigged up
a costume which might put others to shame.
oak:

Spartan residents of S. 11th street welcomed a proud group of
house owners recently, when members of Delta Upsilon fraternity
moved bag and baggage into their new chapter dwelling.
photo by HIldenbrandt.

Delta Upsilon Chapter Boasts
Two Houses, One Manager
By JEANNE THOMAS
San Jose State college chapter
. of Delta Upsilon has the distinction of being the only . orantzed
on -campus group that can boast
having two houses.
The old abode, leased from .the
state in 1948, is located at 294S.
Eighth street. An attractive white
wooden structure, it Muses 22
members and pledges of DU4
The recently-purchased house
at 155 S. 11th street is the real
pride and joy of the fraternity,
according to chapter President
Schatz. Located in the center of a growing Greek "row",
the modernistic stucco residence, Is surrounded by three
sorority houses. When asked to
the fraternity
comment on
roster’s reaction to this extremely feminine atmosphere,
Prexy Schatz explained the environment had nothing to do
with the purchase.
To Move in Fall
The S. 11th street house embraces only 12 members nt the
present time, but by early fall the
house is scheduled to accommodate the entire list of DU board_erg, . plans for ’re-decoration are
e
now under way. Follow ng
recent fraternity-sponsored rummage sale, the group feels the collateral situation is "comparatively copasetic", according to Schatz.
The sale, which was aided and
abetted by the DU Mothers’
-0-1u1K-wirs -promoted to
money for the furniture fund,
-We own the furniture in the
old house," Schatz said, "but
furnishings for the new one will
he completely new and modernistic."
At the present time all house
and chapter meetings are held
at the S. Eighth residence.
Members and pledges also gather here for their meals, which
are served three times a day..

. Bob

The two houses art. governed
by a general house manager, Bud
Brown, who is responsible to the
chapter president.- He, in turn. le
subordinated by a house Committee consisting -of Rill Miller. and
Don Wacker.
Positions Betete
Resident
members
alternate
weekly to the position of "house
mouse", according to President
Schatz. In this way each member
has the responsibility of the respective houses for several weeks
out of each school year.
The financial end of the cooperatili4Alit-igi Is under the
management of EdManlier. mini hi in charge of the new house
fund. The S. 11th address first
advertised the DU crest in April.
Members and pledges of the fraternity gathered there to host
chapter delegates from California universities, during the animal HIT convention.
,Resplendent with’ colored lights
and music, the house announced to
the college that Delta Upsilon was
ready to follow the SJSC expansion trend.

Pratt.’ Hall Gives
‘Cotton CapersPratt Hall is presenting a
spring dance, "Cotton Capers",
Saturday, June 3, in the hall dining room.
The dance is dressy sport, and
the ’gir/8 will wear rotton-dresses,
in keeping with the theme. Decorations and refreshments will
highlight the dormitory hop.

MEAN SO MUCH . .
and they
mean so much
more from

Since tan
famous for fine flowers
CYpress 2-8312
20-72 E. San Fernando

San Jose State’s colony of
Lambda Chi Alpha will receive its
national charter during. formal inrtallation ’ceremonies -this Weekend. The local colony will be installed as Zeta. Nu tbapter lit a
banquet to be held Saturday evening at Rickey’s Studio club. The
event will be followed by the installation formal dance, in the
Franciscan Room of Hotel Sir
Francis Drake.
The week -end’s activities will
begin today with registration of
delegates and visiting dignitaries
at the -chapter house, S. Sixth
street: A buffet supper -at
house and an evening get-acquainted smoker are planned for
night.
Saturday a breakfast will be
held at the chapter dwelling arid
ritualistic degrees will be conferred during the day at the Ste.
Claire
hotel.
Louis
Fetterly,
Grand High Delta of Lambda Chi
Alpha; Tozier Brown, Grand High
Pi; and Sonny Dunham, traveling
secretary will be honored guests
and will aid in the ritual rites.
The University of California chapter will serve as the installing
team. Miss Louisa Sinclair, recently .seTeeTkI-Larrtbda-eh’
pha’s crescent girl, will also be
present.
Delegates for the installation
will come from University of California, USC.,. UCLA, Fresno, State
college, and University of Nevada.
The local colony-originally
known as Beta Pi Sigma, before
its affiliation with the national
group.

Donnie Nunes

I

!)
Seirlor feed ... Ardelle Schmidt,
.11
will come through once again to Betty Boehmke, Betty Lou Taypresent appropriate entertainment lor, Charleen Chew, Ginny Ken- .
;
for the groups ... Joyce Reed was yon, arid Martha Craft are among
3
presented with a ukulele inscribed Chi Omega seniors %Ow will be
with the title of DSGs- recent honored soon. -Riekey’s
beach party at Cozy beach. The club has been selected as the
lei she wore was fashioned by meeting place where fond fareDick Schmitz and was voted as wells will be bid. Rosalie Mills
the most attractively arranged will act as chairman.
lei. Result--music from a DSG
Dike Megan’s room . . . Mike
use.
Degan, prexy of Lambda Chi ’AlRemembering . . . 201 former 1 pha, was subject of a skit preSpartan students were lost in the sented at a joint meeting of Alwar and can be honored by con- pha Omicron Pi and Lambda Chi
tributing to the Chapel Fund. recently. Title of the skit was
Chapel ball bids are graciously "Up in Dike Megan’s Room" . . .
given away in the Library Arch wonder what’s up in that room?
by smiling students. Stake driving
Greek Pall . . . Newshounds in
ceremonies will be held May Lel the Spartan Daily office have enduring the Memorial Day serv- countered a tough assignment.
Ices. Don’t forget to remember!
Frat and sorority members as well
Smarties . . . Kappa Alphas as non-orgs are being contacted
won the revolving interfraternity by Dailyites for tabulation purcouncil scholarship cup for having poses concerning the Greek orgs.
the highest grade point averw Results should be available someduring Winter quarter. DSGs wN time next week.
it for Fall quarter, IFC repreAdd item
. Groups should get
sentatives revealed.
.. behind this movement to sponsor
Volleyball . . . Gamma Piiis Fathers’ night next fall at the
really enjoy their volleyball court Loyola grid game. Dads probably
these days. Recently fathers of would get a "kick" out of the
-the gals defeated their, daughters_attention.
----
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The engagement of Joan Elizabeth Parker to Hans Clifford
_Ostermann was announced reretail Ortitti hrldeHite
Uy

Flowers

Lambda Chi Alpha
To Obtain Charter

by

.EVENING STAR
Newst Pattern in

Parker Reveals
Betrothal News

Mr.
! IL
I
Mrs. Frederick sterman -at
many are the parents of the benedict-elect..
Miss Parker is-t’attending San
-Jose State college and is affiliated
with Alpha Omicron -Pi.
Ostennann Is enrolled at San
Francisco City ,college.

Cowboy DSOs . . . A western
bar scene in the basement of
Delta Sigma Gamma’s Third street
home ’will complete the background for a western party to be
held Monday. night with Sigma
Kappas. Walt Mueller, chairman,
casually mentioned giving away
free silver dollars to all guests.
They are supposedly the handiwork of Mueller. Pledge classes

In a contest. Lollypops were the
prizes given to the victorious dads.
Girls are sharpening their techniques for a coming battle with
Theta Chis on the volleyball court.
This is really a battle of the sexes.

"Popularity" Chest
AT NO EXTRA COST!
Set Includes: 8 Knives, 8 Forks,
8 Teaspoons, 8 Soup Spoons,
I Butter Knife, 1 Sugar Spoon.
_ _Overlaid -with eigulLeolid IthlYer
at-table-tatiellnoint-

NOW. . . 5 Gforious Patterns
to Chooso from...
fail

Deep-carved beauty, designed for lifetime
servicecorrect now, correct

looks terrific in

"for keeps -

’TRADE MARKS Of Ot4E4DA LTD.

"The Teaser’s
The -Teaser- makes
T-shirts a thing of the
past. Now you can
have crefree comfort
for active wear . . .
nal fashion smartness
for drom-up.
Combed interlock
cotton flatters thol
figure.
White and colors.
Small, rndium, large.

91 SO. FIRST STREET
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’Hobo’ Cale Spends Summer For Teachers lAs vtteen at Basebatt Game
Wandering Through the West In Pacific
Miss Lee Van Doren was elected queen
.the intercollegiate
-.,Ve y

4e-

tf.4-

Vikl"

AV

By ED CORDELE

Illf_ED ROPER
Like to see "South Pacific"?
It may be hard to picture Profestor Frank Gale scrambling up
Want to get carried away to
the side of a freight car and "riding the rails" with a group of other those distant isles?
"hobo:", but ha te Is the siery himself of the summ3r he spent wande..lft you have a Year to give
ing through the West Coast states.
gaining Invaluable experienee in
When he was a junior at the your chosen field, and have
Univaisity of California. the bad- -somewhat at the- missionary
ding natural seien cc professor Writ, the government %All take
laced a summer of boredom. Johs you to an’ of the 1303 islands
were scarce at the grne so he between Hawaii and the Philipdecide() to hitch-hike to Canada. pines.
HaYing, spent most of his life in
There Li an urgent need for
China, he had seen little of this principals Onci teachers in the
country and was jnterested in schools of these islands.
traYel.
The United States Army is
After days of thumbing an I
charged with the education of the
nights of sleeping in various
natives in these 1709 islands formplace’s like a box factory and a
:ng the Trust Territory of Pacific
county all (he requested adIsiands.
was a rainv nitrit).
mission:
On these islands there are 167
Can Who
he math’ - it a
Schools, elementary, intermedihorde’. Being In the vagrant
ate, and one teacher training
efwem, he met difficulty with the
school (grades 10 to 12), which
customs officials. "They refused
need teachers and principals.
to :Omit me becange I was a
Salaries range from $112118 to
bum." Mr. Gale chuckled.
flack
Oregon, the academic $5730.
hobo ran out Of motterand-worked-t- Principtis-nre--neeeled--fee-en
for a week on a berry farm. "I intermediate school andome air
maee $3.00* .that week picking for a teachers training school.
berries at a penny a basket." -Mr. Teachers are needed for English
Pitor FRARK GALE
Spanish. mathematics and sciGale recalled. It was at Klamath
Falls. Ore., that be began an ence, and English and social scieventful. period of freight hopping. ence.
He related, "The conductor kept
Sirtc.’’e men are preferred,
kickint., us off the train, ond we though the principal of the teach kept -climbing back on, so he N- training school has family guar’ finally gave up."
taws. "lis-du--s" single wcmen will
’
An evening anent in a "hobo be considered.
On t.S. Submarine,, ,,
the traek was ’- Housing is-uf-the q
.
1---an unforgettable experience-for- -style, completely equipped-withB TOM ELLIS
hint. "The men actually- drink
refrigeration, plumb:ng, a n d
..’.ek H. Holland, irstructor in
their coffee out of tin cans and
eleetrielty. Meals served in mess
cor..meree for two years at San: .
save money by eating secondhalls cost 533 a month, and
Sat;. college, wit:, one of 131
.1(
.
euvrtern cost between SIO and
nt. , saved when his submarine
,*
.
.
u in toss. n,’ he s dd. Mr.
Traroportation to and
825
w.
sunk by a Keinakaz.i plane’ M 1)’ Gale explained that ’’ulthough
frost’ the islands will be paid .
i0 le ’,,, was in the process of ;
men
were
promany of heoe
far by the government.
su.,:in_ a Japanese f righter.
.
I Ifeesional bums a lot of them
Holland. then a lieutenant. sas
It will he necessary to contraat
i we -e down-and-auters;
let
thi, incident was his most excitfor the position for a year, though
of the deepressionislimfes.svTlheurne
two year: is prefer-ed. The conin:: experience sitti!c -:;erving n i
mei runs from Atrust of this
yet- and a half in the suhrnarine entst have been . i o. u bull’o
ver. when candidates leave th!s
coins, in which he helped lenici Pvset’ (I’dcLng the Yard
and welting to hop the uext
on, Ja nose cruiser and eight
I
countr3, to June of 1il51.
freight.".,
fr( ghters.
An% student who now has a
For present -clay traveling,
the teaching credential. or will have
liollaruls year spent on debiolo!,.Y iwoillissor
dOesn’t niffom.
fnitel
to
strosers b’- no merins
. by Atli ust. . should call immedimem! latch’ prim’ t ive’modei of getale’s at the Placement office for
be unexeltingt-his fleet -.was
tin!.
least
eround
"You
at
further infortnation and appliesorate euught in a typhooq. In
should base sufficient Money with
tions.
the Philippine Sea that doubled
.
.
you end Sleep in hotels at night,"
the fie-inch guns on his de- .he said The anli-ble instructor
_
stroyer anti sank use other
"you,
any
may
endorsing
t
’e
s
itoo.
N
ships. Holland was shationeci In ’41weorne a hobo" statements. hut
third
san-Franelei
;admits he hadesome interesting. ’
year in the navy where he had !enjoyable times on his short jour- ’ "0111-a CrilZ
eh a rge of dispatehing trains ney into the vagrant world.
. Tepewriters will cease clicking
I
that transported some 000,C01
; and telephones will stop jangling
men to their various stat:ans.
Ion June 30 when members of. the
’Time9
holland had two years ofSpartan Daily staff and the ’1..0"
schooling in Austria when lw lived .
club join forces to take in seme
in Europe as a young boy. Born;
sea duty.
in San Diego. Cain.. he spent one
Accompanied by Daily faculty
By MARION SU3111ERs
year at San Diego State college.;
mem hers, William Gould and
The cast of Time and the
six months at USC, and finished
Charles Happen and Mr. Dwight
up by earning his A.B1 at Harvard Conways." sixth production in the llentel. head of the Journalism
feature
194e-30
drama
season,
will
speed-&,t
by
taking
a
in nne year
department, the news-hounds will
seven graduating drama majors.
centrse during the war.
-mbrirk on "covering" -the’ Santa
He then, took two years of grad-.
The graduates-to-be are Jim Cruz beachhead with roaring
wre . work at Stanford. earning
Jeasen,
it en Samuelson, Shir- fires.
adviser’
his M.B.A. Holland it
ley Wilber, Joan II sirehar r.
of the Della Theta Omega fraGwer Dam. [toroth.: Williams.
ternity on campus.
and (’Ilff Roche. lint (lark, who
"READ "THE REED"
Holland,who Is 17 vear old
San Jose State col leaving
1,1
and asingle, rates swimming as . _14.4.
in jiausi, 111%.4 It f21UrEti-ilt.
lie en:ovii
e-div- tIieetmt
By 1111111BARA DELrMT

Holland Survives
Karnakazi Attack

em- s II o (Ili ds Plan
Trip

Seven In
Are June Grads

.bzefr,s261. has teetv_eletl to La Paz.
Meg., In a jeep to go pearl-

Rebin
Conway -in the forthNumag prOcluctlen, gave a mernora’)le perrturirt,,, the last 12 years, 1-lo17. formance as Mephistopheles in the
lard has spent much of his spare ’first play ofs the season, "Faust."!
tire collecting ralifornianci. This . Gwen Samuelson appeared oppocollection rof unique first edi- site Jensen -in :’Tonieht at
is
ticn books q..nd data on the his. ,and pla-0 an excellent comedy
tor; of California. Once thro/’
role in "John Loves Mary." She.
teoes hunting, Holland fount a will nortray Madge ronwa%. one
ho...k that he nurrhased for .3f) of the four Conway daughters.
eerts from one r-frehent. awl
"Time and the Core’-es" wlli
later offered 8123 for it by
(Continued on Page 10)
a c &le(’ r nr.

"Fer ft-at
Special date
it’s
San Jose’s

Ppatte

(PRIME RIB FROM THE CART)

basabell gateorcbn.eit recently, When 15 candidata- paraded before
Rally committee- members.
The dark-hiked beauty from Huntington Park took the honor
calmly and appeared very happy,
in her Moment of glory.
"I am really quite surprised."
she said, "thank you very much
tor electing- me to this honor."
Miss Van Doren will represent San Jose State collent_at
’the Intercollegiate championship
baseball game scheduled for
June 2 at municipal stadium.
Standout baseball players from
out
league clubs
battle
on that date ’mid student-filled
rooting sections and, of course,
-With Q e 4’ 11 Lee Van Doren
reigning.
Lee’s crown fits her very well.
She has dark brown hair find
dark brown eyes. In the vital
statistics department, she is 3 ft.
5’..4 in. tall and weighs 110 lbs.

LEE VAN DOREN

Dr. Meyers Hooks
Black Sea Bass
Off Coronado Isles
By AL GROSS]
Fishermen who let the big one
get away usually come back with
_ neast looka-and--a-few Pertinent remarks about how they’ll
get ’em next time, but such is
not the case with Dr. William
H. Myers, head of the San Jose
State college Mathematics department.
’While fishing near the Coro:lack Islands off the coast of
Mexico revently. Dr. Myers was
near’) dragged out of the boat
by a huge black sea bass and
In the process lost his equipmeat to Davey Jones’ locker.
However, this did not deter Dr.
Myers from his original. intent
and he -proceeded to catch a 30-lb.
halibut and a 24-lb. yellow tail,
whieh -Won. him lhe priLe fee .thei
fourth largest yellow tail caught
during that week.
The prize of a brand-new reel.
tine, tackle box and two -dozen
leaders was awarded to him by
the San Diego Junior Chamber
be
of Commerce. it uas one of the
many prizes given this summer
by .1(’C for the largest fish of
theday
.
and of the week.
4ccording-to Dr. Myers, the 400
fishermen with the largest catches
during the period from April 13
to Aug. 20 will be eligible to enter
the big Fish Derby to be held
September 9-10.
.Myers
rD
.said
he plans to attend the fish derby. He also said
that the yellow tall is one of the
best of the sport fishes. In regards to the black sea bass, which
canted the loss of his tackle,
"they often grow to an enormous’
size." he said, "I saw--41.-fellove
catch one that weighed 286
pounds."

With a twinkle in ger eye, Miss
Van Doren rolled off a long list
of interestiand actilittas.
ball contest could not have a
more enthusiastic representative
than Miss Van Doren, who, next
to baseball, enjoys a good football game, likes to ride horseback, and plays tennis._
In her freshman year at San
Jose State, the 18-year-old Lrunette is a member of Kappa Alpha
Theta sorority. At present she is
majoring in art, but said that she
may transfer to art education
next. year_
’ Miss Van Doren attended South
Pasadena high before moving to ,
Huntington Park. D u r i ng her
-sophomore year, she rode on a
float in the annual Tournament
of Roses parade at Pasadena.
The queen -to-be also has done
professional modeling in addition
to other putsuits. Last summer
. shr modeled for the J. J. Hag
gaily company in Los Angeles.
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Special student dinners every
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Gordon Perry’s

Lana -Saddens Philosopher Robinson Utilizes Gene Tierney
Cheering Fans Wealth of Experience at Sparta Donates Eyes

HOLLYWOOD, May 25 (UP). --Since coming to San Jose, Mr. The lady who sees through two of
Robinson has, been active in or- the world’s most glamorous eyed
ganizational activities. He al- said today she’s going to pass
ways lugs been interested in hik- them on to someone else when
she’s through with them.
ing and has been a member of
"It’s the one thing I can do to
the Sierra club nearly his entire keep myself immortal," movie star
time at San Jose State college. Gene Tierney said. "It’s thrilling
Having hiked and made pack- to think that my eyes may see
trips over every main trail in what’s happening in 3,000 A. D."
Some lucky blind person, somethe Sierras from Sonora to day, will inherit tv.o sultry, grayCamp Nelson, Mr. Rob!teson de- green -almond-shaped orbs
that
SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS
cided to form a college hiking have earned their present owner
the
title
of
sloe-eyed.
club. This organization was sucComplete ...
It gives me a sense of permcessful and out of it was formed
HOTEL FACILITIES
the "Loma Prieta club," now a anent usefulness," .she said. "My
discussing
been
and
I
have
mhther
Swimming Pool
Fi;tered
chapter of the Sierra club.
this for many years."
ROOM
BANQUET
,
Ile also helped organize the Pa "It’s my own idea," she insisted,
in
cific Confertnce on Teaching of
Largest
any
"andI wouldn’t want to say
Philosophy which now meets once
SAN LORENZO VALLEY
thing about it except that the
each year. Teachers of philosoPhone Ben Lomond 4
may encourage other
phy are eligible to join for the Publi,eitY
people to do the same thing."
purpose of discussing problems
e
and trends in philosophy in education.
Heads Fairness Committee
Mr. Robinson also is ’ chairman
of the Fairness committee, established in December, 1947, and is
actively interested in the Unitarian church.
For diverelon Mr. Robinson
food
particularly enjoys playing a
duet on the piano, accompanied
DINNER
LUNCH
BREAKFAST
by his wife, and playing a primitive flute called a "Recorder."
This flute, according to Mr. Robinson, has a history dating back
many ceaturIes. It has been
mentioned in English and Ger01.W101.4:0101144.’ 1‘.1.1VW4444V1401.4’"/"VIOW5g,
man literature and has had
compositions written especially
4,4 for it by many Of the world’s
most famous composers.
AT COWEL BEACH
.
Mr. Robinson owns three of
, these flutes, each sounding a dif’
Hot Wafer Showers and Dressing Rcom
A LA CARTE
I ferent tone, depending on its
Luncheons. 11:30, 2 Week Days
$’ length. He once organized a group
Dinner, 5:00, 8 Week Days
PRICES
$ of persons owning Recorders for
SUNDAY DINNERS, 1 - 8
.I5c 4 their mutual enjoyment of the
Change for the beach
unique instrument.
7..hange and Shower
.25c
Closed MondaysA moment Mr. Robinson recalls
Two changes,
1025 Laurel St.’ Santa Con, Calf.
and Clothes checked
’ .35c
X with a certain amount of pleasure
Telephone 4020
\
was his part in a faculty play
.
-""
Mr. and Mn. T. E. Schwarz
_ENTRANCE TO WARE
-while- he wara. member of thet
,k. I
maftilPf
ateloW.Arleitrlo,,,WWW00434000000000.9#0040040WWW4W114(04,.. San Jose Players. He enjoyed the
as promacting. experience and
ised by Dr. Hugh W. Gillis, head
of the speech department, that he
again would be able to take part
in a production.

By VIRGINIA MacPHERSON
UP Hollywood Correspondent
Hollywood, May 25. -- (UP)
Lana Turner struck her hand and
foot prints im Giauman’s Chinese
Theatre forecourt yesterda y,
thereby disappointing a thousand
cheering onlookers.
Trembling with excitement, the
voluptuous movie queen joined the
ranks of other tinsel -town celebrities while her fans shouted:
"C’rtion, swmiter girl! Give!
Giver
Miss Turner, dimpling with girlish giggles, indicated she would
imprint her feet and hands and
nothing else. She wanted to keep
this ceremony "in good taste."
"Gee, tills is an honor," cooed
alGM’s pride and joy as she
leaned way ter to plunge her
long painted fingernails into the
quivering wet goo.
Lana ignored fans who insisted
she add the characteristic that
made her famous and wrote her
name %vier) shaking hands.
After it was all over. Lana
wrapped herself in mink and
whizzed away in long black limousine.
"Too bad," sighed a soldier
who’d come early to watch what
he hoped would he history in the
making. "Oh, well . . . there’s
always Jane Russell."

’Time arid the Conwayst
June 8 -13 -

By JOHN MEMEL
Mr. Elmo A. Robinson, professor ’of philosophy, has as varied
an interest in activities and hobbies as he has--had a varied education.
He has been described by one
of his associates as an energetic
personality and one possessing a
keen, analytical mind; however, it
is in his background that the
energy and knowledge of the man
may best be witnessed.
lie was graduated from the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology with a degree in
public health. Ile worked in this
field only during vacation, however; the next three years were
’taken up studying at three different schools of theology, and
the next 15 years were spent
in the ministry.
Other positions included in his
career were publicity work, banking, teaching and work as technk
cal editor with the General Electric corporation in Schenectady,
N.Y., during the recent war.
Regan in 19211
Mr. Robinson started instructing at San Jose State college in
1928, teaching mathematics his
first year and after that psychology and philosophy. During those
first years. according to Mr. Robinson. there was but one course
in philosophy, the History of Philx-ince
osophy. The
grown so that it now has Ft fulltime departmental schedule.

at beautiful
BEN LOMOND
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DINE WISELY!
in a
friendly atmosphere

... enjoy 9001
Americalt

Babbling Brook
For Fine Food

PIER BATH HOUSE and LUNCH ROOM

ihower

1300 Hear Local
Student Minister

51/2 miles north of Santa Crux on Highway No. 17.
Dinner 5:30- i0:30 P.M.
Cocktails 1:00 P.M. to Midnight
Dancing 9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. on Saturdays
Open iv, y day oF the week. Telephone Santa Cruz 4637-M for ncservations.
OUR HOUSE IS YOURS
"-ROO’ Baron
Jim Gillfes

0

FOUNTAIN and
CAR SERVICE
"Beautiful Girls"

CROSS ROADS

Herb Seal, San Jose State college sophomore, spoke before 1400
people at a pre-campaign meeting
of the Santa Clara Valley Centennial crusade recently. The event
took place at the "Canvas Cathedral" on Alum Rock road.
Seal spoke on the subject. "1950
Year of Destiny." The SJS student is a speech major and transferred here from Pasadena City
college. He is now acting Minister
of Evangelism_ for the First Baptist church in Los Gatos

tif4
c,

CHICKEN VILLA
Delivery Service, Ph. 3870
FRONT & LAUREL
Doc & Monica

IT’S OUT_OPARILINOltp:

-

HOT BUTTERED.
POPCORN
CARMEL POPCORN
"HOT" ROASTED
PEANUTS
CANDY APPLES
ICE CREAM
Hand. Packed
.. and for your sweattooth.

Chocolates, Brittles, Clusters

CROSS ROADS BAR-B-Q
311 Pacific

CHICKEN

The Big 50c
BEACH PARTY SIZE

0
A

Open All Nife

IN CAPITOLA
ROMANCE IN DINING!
Dancing in the Beautiful

Kock

RoomPP

kannelkont

45-minute drive to "Ca pitola-by-the-Sea."
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
iorority fetes welcomed. For reservations

1324 PACIFIC AVE

PHONE SANTA CRUZ 6140

NEAR

THE PALOMAR HOTEL-

Open ’ii1111:30 P.M.

IRON

DRIVE

..6

Intra qua

eams Clash Tonight

Martin Wins Pentathlon;
Gets Ice Cream Cone

S.! S in Garden

’Spartan Squad in High Gear;
Game to Provide Top Action

San June state’s casaba quintet will meet Manhattan college
By ’ROD’ RODRIGUES
In Madison Square Garden, Dee.
San Jose State’s varsity football squad will be divided info two-30, 1951, according to an anBy DOUG PRESTAGE
nouncement made yesterday by teams tonight for the second infra -squad clash of the spring practice
The deuble-decker ice cream cone, symbo:ic of the 1950 San Danny Hill, athletic publicity drills. Tonight’s game will be played
under regular game conditions,JeselState college pentathlon championship, was carried off by Mel director.
starting at 7:30 at Spartan stadium. All students are urged to attend;
points.
of
428
score
a
Marlin, varsity high jumper, yesterday, with
admission is by student body cards. With practice drills nearing
Martin, who led by only three points after the first three events
Iconclusion, the Spartan squad is
Wednesday, ran a 2 min. 12 1
starting to jell, and is developing
sec. _half-mile and broad jumped
; into a well -molded outfit. Last
21 ft. 10 in., to finish 15 points
’Saturday’s game showed bright
ahead of Junior Morgan, the runspots in the Spartan running and
ner-tip. -The other marks made by
passing attack, highlighted by the
Martin were: 10.2 sec. in the cen-!
aerial combination of Quarterback
tury,,.34 ft. 7 in. itilhe shot put,
Gene Menges and End Billy WilPitcher Ralph Romero -and Inand 6 ft. 2li in. in the high leap.
son, and the driving of Halfbacks
fielder Tom Okagalci will reprei3.0-‘11’
Gibby Mehdonsa, Orland DiCiecio
The meet, in which approxi- sent the Spartans on the Indeand Buddy Traina.
mately 100 track men and gym pendent Senior All-Star team
The two teams in tonight’s
students participated, is compos- which faces the CIBA Senior Allgame will be made up of a baled of the 100-yard dash, the shot Stars, June 2, at Municipal stadianced group of veterans and
put, .high jump, broad jump, and um.
newcomers
in order to guaran.1380-yard run, and, was strung out
The powerful College of Pacific
tee an even battle. Based on
Monday through Thursday.
diamond squad placed four men
last Saturday’s showing-, the
Morgan .caralled 413 "points, and an assistant coach to lead all
fray promises to be an all-out
barely nosing out the persistent the independents in personnel affair with no holds barred.
Chuck Pogue who had 411 points. contribution. Stan illaCWIlliams
The services of Dick Harding,
Bob :Crowe set the pentathlon re- of COP will assist Manager ’Walt.
veteran guard, will be Aorely
cord last year with 452 points. Williams of San Jose.
missed. Dick is sidelined with a
The opinion earlier was expressCOP’s quartet is Sonnie Adlcint,
knee injury, incurred in Satured by Bud --Winter, varsity track lb: Buddy Jones, ss; Ken Rose,::
day’s scrimmage. Buddy Traina
coach, that the competition could of, and Jim Enos, of.
’
may not see action also, along
uncover hidden talent or versatilFresno’s pennant winners also
with Fullbacks Bob Sykes. Homer
ity. Some of the "unknowns" who placed four men on the Ail-Stais.
Woods and Halfback Archie Chacaught Vinter’s eye are: Lloyd They were Bud Abbot, c; Len
gonian. All three are on the inNeutz (ninth), Joe Jacobs (12th) Bourdet, ss; Galen Bowman, of,
jured list. .
who .high .itin1Ped 5 ft. 10 in., and4 and_JOel Mies, P.
Tonight’s game probably will be
-Sulu& _the_ tennis __player.
Cal_ Pnly__placed__ speed-half arit.he last chance for students- to
who broad jumped 21 ft. George tist. Don. Garman, Bud Garner
see. the Spartan varsity squad beMattos might have made a good and Vern .Bebernes. USF placed
fore the final intis-squad clash’
sccre but scratched himself from hard-hitting John Vick on the
Joe Moulton is shown throwing a block on twin-brother Jim June 7, which ends the spring
in a recent Spartan football drill. The brother tackles are the first practice sessions.
the meet.
team for its only contribution.
twins to ever don the moleskins for San Jose State college. Both
are top-flight candidates for first-string tackle berths, and are slated
to see plenty of action this year. The Moulton. transferred to San
Jose State college from San Diego Junior college where they gained
honors as outstanding linemen,
By ’ROD’ RODRIGUES
have realized this now, and are performing of the varsity center
San Jose State college students
determined to carry them out. candidates. Surprisingly enough
really wil be impressed with their There is a willingness and drive Cuffe is a converted fullback.
football squad this year. The Spar- that, Bronzan admitted, was
Mendonsa Looks Good
tan grid machine may not develop very encouraging. Even former
Pound for pound, the best man’,
iato the top eleven on the coast, San Jose State football players out on the Spartan football field
but it will be able to handle it- and veteran observers watching is Halfback Gibby Mendonsa. The;
self with anyone around, and let the practice drills are shaking fast 160 lb. scooter reminds one
(Across From Civic Aediteriern)
any rival -know that they- have -their heads and saying "football oj Johnny Strz
ru ged San
CAR LOS encLALMADEN STS.
been in a battle.
was never like this around here Francisco 49er back, with, his reThere is a spirit of aggressive- before".
Brekfast
Lunch -- Dinner.
lentless and perpetuating drive.
ness and determinism about the
Vic Lindskog, ex-Stanford great Gibby never stops driving, never
Try Our Famous
team that has been lacking in and Philadelphia Eagles’ center stops trying. He puts everything
kr-B-Cued Spare Ribs
Spartan squads of the past. This since 1941, visited the Washington he-has into blocks and tackles, he
FARMER
SUSINESSMAN
with Special Sauce
CIVIC LEADER
willingness and drive is a fever , square coaching staff recently. possesses the quality that Bronzan
Home-Med. Chili with
that is sweeping through the Vic is a sporting goods salesman stresses the most, desire.
30
Fresh Ground Beef
whole team, and the germ-spread- during the off-season and was inThe Spartans will not have a
ers are Head Mentor Bob Bronzan tent on selling the Spartans some season captain this year: In- I French Fried
(29th DiSTIIICT)
and assistants Bill Perry and Gail football helmets. The result was stead, Coach Bronson will up- I Pravrei
ANDREES SPECIAL
1 Bruce.
that Coach Bronzan talked Lind- point a captain for every game,
Notre Dame Methods
FlorneMad Apple Dumpling
skog into coming out to practice and an honorary captain will
##,th hot rum Suc
iThe three coaches are the first to give the varsity pivot-men some be named at the end of the’veamen on the field for every prac- pointers.’ The big pro center son. To foster better playertice session, and are the last to sounded and looked mighty con- coach relations, Bronzan had
Dp Dish Pies
...... .....
leave. Intent on fielding a fight- vincing, right down to his battle- the varsity players vote for
Open Every Day. 7:30 tn. ’till I m.
ing, scrappy club, that can hold scarred legs. He gave valuable aid team spokesman and go-beFr ..S .t. fill 3 s.m.Car Servic
its own in any league, Bronzan to the San Jose grid cause and tweens.
has installed Notre Dame-type of picked out Tom Claire. 195 lb
grid tactics right down to the Sacramento junior college transIrish version of gang tackling and fer, as the best -looking and bestDr:ve in and leave the rest to the at 255 S. 2nd
savage blocking. The result is befondant.
ginning to show.. The new Spartan
We’ll match prices with
player is going to _be a rough,
tough boy, some
anyoneplus serv IC 3
Sixer’ with brains.
Ma Dee Portal, kag Jose
coach, Bronzan
demninar-dedier-aggressivene
Fine meals=atheir
and speed altbe your for low cost. Come in
o( an athlete. Ability, and conditioning are qualities that can
today.
Bronzan
SERVICE STATION
be developed later.
I SHORT BLOCK FROM STATE
pointed out that veeran !layCorner 4th & William
ers, as well as the newcomers,

pot
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FISH SEASON IS HERE AGAIN!

"Your Prescription
for a good time

Select Your FISHING TACKLE
For that Vacation
Pack Trip or Weekend
Trip at the Store with
the complete line.

GOLFETTE
IT’S FUN - - - IT’S DIFFERENT
18 Holes
Hours: Monday -Saturday
Sunday

25c
7 - II P.M.
1 - I I P.M.

Located I/2 Mile South of Mountain View on El Camino
40141110114111ililts611112 61.1046.rtr.st-spirzt

Senior Joe Zakarian plays his
final 18 holes of golf tomorrow
when the locals meet the Stanford Indians. Zakarian, a former football player, will play
out of the No. 3 position. In his
two seasons of varsity golf, the
San Franciscan has engaged in
approximately 15 dual matches,
winning 10 and tying two.
so;
t
as r.

ALSO
Guns, Ammunition,
Camping Supplies

F. SCHILLING & SON
27 Post Street

CY 5-0343

Established 1863
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cCarty, Davis Pace
Spartan Diamondeers
Dave McCarty, a reconverted
catcher who was switched to the
outfield in order to get more
punch into the Spartan- lineup,
came through in fine fashion in
1950 and led the regulars with a
powerful .337 batting average.
Glenn- Davis, a junior right.
bander who was out of the latter part of the season with a
sore arm, had the best ERA
among the pitchers. In winning three games and losing
none, he had a 2.25 ERA.
Pete Mesa, with a poor orie.won
and eight -lost season record, still
recorded the next lowest ERA I
average, 3.15. Mesa pitched more!
innings than any other meMber
of the hurling staff, 94 2, 3, and
allowed only 69 ,runs.
The final unofficial Spartan
batting averages are:

SPARTAN DAILY

Golfmen Climax Good Season,
52 Enter SJS
Net Tourney

- Fifty-two netmen signed entry
blanks for San Jose State college’s Open Tennis tournament
which will begin Wednesday, May
31. Coach Ted Mumby terms the
sign-up as the best for the tournament as long as he has been at
San Jose State college.
Defending champion is ’,Chet
Bulwa. Bulwa also won the 1948
tournament, but his win skein
may end in 1950. Arra "Butch"
Krikorian, one of the top college
netters in the area, looms as.BUIwa’s chief opponent for the 1950
court festival crown.
Jim Cruze, 1949 finalist, is also
entered. Other top netters who
will vie for top honors include
Dave Parnay, 1948 San Jose city
champion; Don Gale, Bob Castle,
AB R H Pet.
Player
Dave "Big Roy" McCarty, Spar- Joe Dawkins, Dick Russo and
Worthington, inf. ..10 7 4 .400 tan right fielder, paced the
local Wayne- Thiebaud from ihe 1950
5
22m400’
Lee, c
nine this season- with a .11.37 - CCAA championship Spartan ten68 12 23 3371 average.
McCarty, c-of
nis team.
6 2 2 333
Miller, p
The tournament will be divided
10 1 3 3001
.
Fielder, c
into four divisions. Division one
87 16 26
Concklin, 3b
will .be for first round ,winners,
.292
23 8 7 ’299
Davis, p
division two for first round.loaprs,
7 1 2
Papkoff, inf.
division three for second round
3859 138:
Romero, p
losers, and the fourth division is
89 12 19 214
Stein, lb
Varsity and freshman cinder- open to tennis players who are not
52 10 11 212
Johnson, c
enrolled in any PE (tennis) class81 22 17 210 men begin a rather hectic week
Okagaki, 2b
Cs.
of
competition
with
the
Pacific
75 14 15 200
Wright, of
45 7 9 ,200 association’s junior A.A.U. meet
Burch, of
79-13 15 .190- at Santa Rosa, Wednesday night.
’Lopes, ss
Spartans are entered in the
16 2 3 .188
Frederick, of
3827 184 Compton relays at Compton FriMesa, p
49 4 8 163 day night and the Pacific associLane, _of-2b
63 5 10 .159 ation’s senior A.A.U. meet SatGiles, of-lb
48 3 7 146 urday night, also at Santa Rosa.
Van Aman, of
13 5 0 000 Only one other meet remains on
Jacobus, p
3 2 0 .000 the schedule, the National ColCollins, p
legiate Athletic association’s cinPitching Records
derfest at Minneapolis June 16
W-L ERA
G
Pitcher
and 17.
3-0 2.25
5 32
Davis
San Jose was second in the
4 15 2/31-0 6.31
Collins
1-1 4.50 junior meet two years ago. This
4 14
Miller
5-5 5.83 year’s entries may, make as big
Romero ...
10
1-3 4.15 a splash as did their 1948 predea
21
2.3
Jacobus
94 2 3 1-4 315 cessors. Only those athletes, who
Mesa
nevpr have won e jinfor ’title are
competing in that affair.
A

SO far as the Spartan golf team
is concerned, a v;ctory over powerful Stanford tomorrow morning
at Palo Alto appropriately would
climax a successful season.
The Spartans have dropped only
two dual matches this year, one
to California and the other to the
The 13ears, NCI champs,
lost to the Spartans earlier this
season.
Coach Walt McPherson will
send a weaker squad against the
Indians this time. The loss of Bill
King will be felt heavily. The
following men will play tomorrow: Warren MacCarty, Jay Hopkins, Joe Zakarian, Cliff Chaney,
Ted Hecht, and Tony Poschepny.
The Stanford force will be led
by four golfers who play approximately the same game. They are
Bud Moe, Jack Knoscher, Dick
McElyea, and Bob Crosier. McElyea recently won the southern

1
division, PCC title.
While the varsitY tries to scalp
the Indians tomorrow, the i1V
squad travels to Harcling Park.
today to meet San Francisco City
college in the final match of
year.
.
Thus far this season, the junior
varsity has - gone through five
Practically
matches unscathed
the same golfers will be on hand
to face the R a m s. They are
Hiram Loveland, Bud Watts, Leland Osborne, Leo Foley, Dom
Pagano, and Jack Lounsberry.
Ross Charley is the No. 1 alternate.

the

-1514-1

RENT A
TYPEWRITER
$110

SPFCIAL SlUDEPIT
RATE

3 moNTHs

KENNEDY

BUSINESS MACHINES

96 E SAN FERNANDO

CY 2 750,

ROBERT C.

KIRKWOOD

Cindermen Enter
Santa Rosa Meet

ASSEMBLYMAN
28th DISTRICT
EXPERIENCED

HONEST

PROGRESSIVE

Learn About the

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

fliWeiPlans 11-41Fi

lVASHINGTON, May 25 (UP)
- John Foster Dulles, the State
conRepublican
Department’s
sultant, said today he plans a trip
to the ’Far East next month to
study problems connected with a
Japanese peace treaty "if therc
is to be one."

Spartan Daily
SAN JOSE STATE COLLECIE
Entered as second class matter April 24, 1934,
at San Jose. California, under Om act ef
March 3. 1171.
Full leased wire service of United Press.
Press of the Globe Printing Company, 1446 5
First St., San Jose, California. Member. Cali.
lornia Newspaper Publisher’s Assecietion.

OPEN TO YOU AS
AN OFFICER IN
THE U. S. AIR FORCE,

HOUSE of FLOWERS
234 S. 2nd

CY 4-6595

A U.S. Air
Force

Interviewing
Team
Will Be Here
to
Give You Full
Details

PAPERS
DISPLAY
Corrugated Papers
(plain colors & in
patterns)
Construction Paper
Metallic Paper
3
Al

Here’s your chance to qualify for the world’s
---Inesetralning in aviation’ If you are single,
Worm’ 2CLoad_26Y2 years of age, with
hig1-phyilctift4M--Morol qualifications, and
at least two years of college, you may be
accepted as an Aviation Cadet in the U. S.
Air Forcel

ptif
Corsages Our Specialty
Corne In Today
IC/ Discount N.C.C. Cards

ROOM 110, ADM,
BLDG.
MAY 29 and 31

BOXING FRIDAY NIGHT
SPECIAL EVENT

RAUL DIU vs. Carl Sieber
(San Jose State Boxing Champ)

8

(Fort Ord)

4 -ROUND
BOUTS

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Friday Nit*

SANTA CRUZ

May 26

STUDENT RATE

8
8:30 P.M.

75c

"

11_

If you can qualify, you will get the finest aca
&erotic Instruction, plus unequalled Right training
as pilot or navigator. You’ll train with the
greatest group of men In America. Graduates
become flyipg officers in ft)* U. S. Air Force ..s
at $5,000 a year beginning pay!

U. S. AIR FORCE

Never before In peacetime have there been
such great opportunities for college men in the
U. S. Air Force. If you are interested In the
many non-flying careers open to you In the Air
Force, Inquire also about Air Force Officer
Candidate School.

.

0

.
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Senior Student Reports On S.4,31inority Problem
Rose Garden and Naglee Park Areas
Restricted; Most Discrimination
In Si Against Negroes and Filipinos

I

By SAM GOLDMAN

Speaking before the Council of Civic Unity in the Horace Mann
school recently, Miss Peggy O’Neill, a senior social science major at
San Jose State college, presented a preliminary report_of the race
minority situation in San Jose.
The talk outlined three of the 11 subjects surveyed by Mr. Claude

FHA Offers
Summer Jobs
For 15 Men

20 Vacancies Left Wutzit Club Gives
Review
For Nature School Old-Time
At Sodality Hall
Camp at Yosemite
There are only 20 vacancies Pemaining in the student camping
group at Yosemite National park
for.the first session of the West
Coast Nature school, according to
an announcement from Dr. Witherspoon Cavins, financial secretary
and registrar for San Jose State
college. Students wishing to join
the camping group are urged to
contact Dr. Cavins in Room S-100.
The only camping group in the
three sessions of the school, it will
be held at Yosemite National park
from June 25 through July 1 and
will be under the supervision of
Dr. G. Alexander McCallum, associate professor of biology at San
Jose State.
The second session of the nature
school will be beld In the Mammoth lakes region on the eastern
slope of the Sierra Nevada mountains and will be held from July 2
through July 8.
Asilomar, by the Pacific near
Monterey, will be the setting of
the third and final session of the
nature school for the 1950 summer
season.

Fifteen men interested in selling fences under FHA plan in the
Bay area are requested to report
to Mrs. Florence Kellenberger,
secretary of part-time employment, in the Dean of Men’s office.
Names of interested students
will be taken by Mrs. Kellenberger, and all who are interested are
invited to, attend an interview
with a representative of the company Wednesday, May 31, at 3:30
p.m. in B-2.
Employment will be full time
for the summer. Two men are
needed to operate in the Sail Jose
area. The work involves commission selling of redwood board,
grape stake, and chain -link fences.
Each man will be assigned a
definite area, with 10 per cent
comtnission on chain -link type
fences, which average $240 per
Attention all English majors
fence. Salesmen will collect on
and minors: All students who plan
each transaction within two or
to do their student teaching any
three weeks of the sale.
time next year must pre -register
in--the English office. This is the
last day to return check-lists_to
the English office. Lists may be
obtained in Room li-28.

A "Gay Nineties Revue", starring many San Jose State college
students, is being sponsored by the
Wutzit Club of Santa Clara, today
and tomorrow. Playing the leading role is Bookie Castro, a fresh:
Bob
man from Santa Clara.
Tower will appear as the typical
villain.
The show, directed by a former
Broadway producer, will be presentet at Sodality hall on Lafayette street in Santa Clara. Tickets
have been selling fast but a few
still are available at the door for
all thrck performances.
"The cast has worked long and
hard on the show and all who attend are in for a good time," assures Tower, Other State students
participating are Manny Ferguson, Bud Ferguson, Al Tafoya and
Bobby Rodenborn.

N. Settles’ 9:30 a.m. Sociology 153,
race relations, class. Mr. Settles is mercial,manufacturing,and
an associate professor of sociology. wholesale firms were listed as folWith 70 SJSC stadents taking lows: retail 4.4 per cent; compart in the study, Miss O’Neill mercial 6.5 per cent; manufacreported that the Mexican, Negro, turing 12 per cent; and wholesale
Jewish, Japanese, Chinese, and 22 per cent.
Filipino minority groups were
Home Restriction in SJ
surveyed in San Jose.
160 persons were interviewed on
This is the second study conducted by Mr. Settles’ classes. The the housing situation in San Jose.
Residence requirements for
Mat survey was made in the, win"In the over all picture there
pharmacy students were changed
Is no Negro segregation in San
ter quarter. 1947.
by the 1949 California legislature
The three parts of the 1950
Jose, the Mexican people have
according to a report from the
minority group study under disUniversity of California.
been forced into the San Ancussion were public services,
tonio court area, where the
Four years of study in residence
housing, and employment.
housing and sanitation facilities
at a recognized college of pharmUnd.er the public services, 16 are poor, and the Orientals live
acy is now required to qualify for
hotels, 34 restaurants, 22 barber- In a particular area. The Orithe examination for certification
Pre-pharmacy
shops (including beauty parlors), entals claim residence there beas a pharmacist.
students at San Jose State college
40 bars and. .tifilerrni, -lour-- bus- cause of tradition and not neceelines, three taxi services, and one sarily segregation or racial
must complete four years of study
railroad company were inter- prejudice," she emphasized.
at -A recognized college-of-pharm.
viewed.
acy in addition to their work here.
The speaker declared that many
mav he
Additional in
Prejudice In Public Services
of the real estate businesses are
Tau Delta Phi: 12:30 p.m. meet- obtained from Mrs. L. E. Scott its
Most discrimination of minori- forced to comply with Article 34
ing today 111 the tower.
.
ties in this section was against of the Code of Ethics of the NaRoom 11n.
Negroes and Filipinos. Very lit - tional. Association of Real Estate
Vertebrate Natural .History
was known about the Jewish boards. The article is the princiclub: Stevens creek field trip disproblem.
ple clause that leads to restriction
Dr. Thomas W. MacQuarrie, cussion in Room S-204 today at
Miss O’Neill declared that of of minorities into the wealthier college president,
Mr.
E. S. 12:30 p.m.
the 22 barbershop and beauty areas in many communities.
Thompson, business manager, and
Senior class: Senior ball bids
parlor services, 15 refused NegMr. Glen Guttormsen, accounting
"The Rose Garden and Nag- officer will be in Sacramento may be obtained in the Graduate
ro customers and 10 declined
Manager’s office.
the Filipino trade.
lee Park districts are closed to Monday and Tuesday to confer
Seekers: Check bulletin board.
"Only one barbershop outside of minority groups. If the minori- with state officials about the 1951the minority areas served Negro ties wish to live in there areas 52 budget which goes to the state
Frosh Baseball team: Meet at
and Filipino customers," she said. they must purchase the property legislature in January.
2:30 p.n.).,Wcdnsslay.ip the gxtri,
"Buses an
s
ctiv -front the---nistdent,...4L
.
I ’4
ctordin to Mr. Thomism-1i, the
e iNfieUt
prejudiced of public service.’I
they can," she concluded.
meeting will be atten
fltiar
r -thful1-4
’She -pornted tint* that the 118 V Mr. Settles, who introduced I fornia state college fiscal officers &edged to 12:15 p.m. Meet In
erns and bars’are most affected by Miss
O’Neill, said that San Jose and college presidents-. Discussion-. the basement of the Grace Luththe law. Since the law -prohibits stands
in a good position in com- will center around budget policies. eran church May 28.
racial prejudice, one-third of the
Monday evening, Dr. MacQuarparison to other major cities on
at the Home of bars interviewed stated that they the problem.
Social Affairs: 8 o’clock meetHe said that the rie, dean of California state colwould serve to Negroes.
at n
the i
Civic
entire report should be completed lege presidents, will be toastmasg
dauditorium Sat Conflict Over FEPC
by the end of the Spring quarter. ter at a dinner to be given in urday morning to
The next topic of the report
The 11 subjects". studied by honor of Dr. A. J. Hamilton, pres- Chapel ball.
was employment. When quizzed the
college students were re- ident of Chico State college and , Commerce ma Jo ra: Students
Men’s and Women’s P.E.
the
Fair Employments.
about
ligion, education, public serv-- Dr. A. S. Gist, president of Hum- planning to do their student teachPractice commission 41 per cent
boldt
State
college.
Both
presiclasses held here.
ing nod fall must have their apices, police and crime, recreof the employers interviewed were
dents are retiring this year.
ation welfar e, in I ons, ni p
plications in by Monday, May 29.
in favor of the FEPC, 41 per cent meat,
Fred’ Duffy" Pa:ya, Mgr.
housing, political parties
Frosh Council Membership vim- I
were against it, and 18 per cent
We feature e full line of
and candidates, and social and MORE ON
committee: 2 o’clock meeting torefused to comment.
’fraternal organizations.
Bowling
6811 Begs end Shoes
day in Room 155 to approve
_"However, 61 per cent of the
Mr. Settles’ class made the
awards.
employers said that The FEPC
study ’in conjunCtion ith -the San- -- - --would not hurt their business, Jose COMIC
(Continued from page 6)
Prosh-Class council: Sign-up for
ii for Civic Unity of
34 per cent felt that it %%told. which he is
be the final acting stint in the council keys today from 10:30 a.m.
a member.
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
and 5 per cent refused comLittle Theater for eight talented to 1:30 p.m. in the Student Union
ment," Miss O’Neill declared.
Open from 10 A.M.
people.
ASB office.
In San Jose the Mexican and
Shirley Wilber, outstanding for
Student V: "Meet Your Faculty"
Latin American groups ,more than
her performances in "The Taming
lunch
today at 11:30 in the Stuany other minority group filled
sii------nt-the-f3hrew" and "The Corn is
the unskilled labor positions.
Green," will play Kay Conway. dent Y house All students are_
172 W. Santa Clara CY 3-9727
vited to attend and bring their
Four emp!uyidcnt genceswe
Jo an Bnechner , of "Joh n Loves
juterview---Two_nf them -did
A
tion picture shoi-fing the MarY." and "Family Album," vrilt-lunches
minorit grouPa.,One_IWnperatkins_ur7llie
Helford
e
not serve
0%111
"n
.1.../011111L
TR and
died some Negro and Oriental job terday afternoon to members of Dorothy Wi ams, as
employment
seekers. This latter
Dr.Gertrude Witherspoon’s chem- Carol Conway, can be remembered
service stated that it placed most istry class in quantitative anillysis, for roles in "Fantly Album" and
of the Negro and Oriental posi- according to an announcement "Faust" this season. Cliff Roche,
tions in domestic work. from the Natural Science depart - as Ernest Beevers, played comedy
and
The percentage of persdns from ment.
roles In "John Loves Mary" and
the minority groups in retail, corn-.
The film showed the operation Revelries. Jim Clark, a brilliant
Open from II A.M.
of the analysis laboratory at the "Faust," will appear as Gerald
to I A.M.
Also
large cement plant and the run- Thornton, a lawyer.
Nue prepared
Clued so
ning of an experiment of the type
eiday
to fake out.
that the students do in their lab
here.
The class made a tour through
292 SOUTH MARKET
the plant last week under the
guidance of Dr. P. Victor Peterson Jr., Science department faculty member.

State Lengthens
Residence Time

Announcements 11

Officials Are At
Sacramento Meet
o Discuss Budget

RELAXATION

Seven in ’Time’

4.

12 Lanes

Students See
ment.

JOSE BOWL

Dinners
85c and up

Spaghetti
Pizza

’Time and the Conways
June 8-13

Charles S.

GUBSER
BUSINESSMAN
FARMER
CIVIC LEADER

Assemblyman
c4w

f411101111111111ECT!

FINE ITALIAN FOODS

1580 Ball ’n Chains
At least 1580 SJSC students
have been bitten by the love bug.
Records in the Registrar’s office
show that of the 7069 students en raid this quarter, 1338 men and
242 women are married.
Of the 1580 total, 1216 are veterans, 159 are freshmen, 213 are
sophomores, 355 are juniors, 612
are seniors and 241 are graduate
students.
a
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at

"Cheaper By
The Dozen"

FRIDAYSATURDAY

TON1TESATURDAY
Preston Foster, William Bendix
Lloyd Nolan

CLIFTON WEBB

"FRANCIS"

Plus
"CAPTIVE GIRL"

AND

"THE RUGGED
O’RIORDANS"

"GUADALCANAL
DIARY"

SUNDAYMONDAY

"SUNDOWNERS"

ENJOY BETTER MOVIES
by selecting your evening’s
entertainment from the
DAILY’S THEATRE LISTINGS

AND

"TRAPPED"

’Three Came Home’

TUESDAY

"TULSA"

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

And
"FEDERAL AGENT
AT LARGE"

AND

"DANCING IN
THE DARK"

"WOMAN IN HIDING"
ALSO
"STAMPEDERod Cameron
SUN., MON MAY 28, 29
Tyrone Power

THE MOST TALKED ABOUT BAND IN AMERICA

"RUTHLESS"
SUNDAYMONDAY
Betty Grable, Victor Mature

AND

,.

eiooNurt

I wHOomRT

"PRINCE OF FOXES"

FRI., SAT.

ALSO-RUSTY’S BIRTHDAY"
VW

PLUS
Zachary Stott, Diana Lynn

"WABASH
AVENUE"

FRI., SAT MAY 26, 27
Ida Lupino

person

FRIDAY NITE, JUNE 2

"STRIKE IT RICH"
Rod Cameron, Bonita Granville

H OF SANTA CLARA 1/4

TUES WED.THURS.

MAY 26, 27

Robert Taylor, John Hodiak
Arleen Dahl

"ONLY ANGELS
HAVE WINGS"

Gila

"AMBUSH"

Cary Grant, Jean Arthur

"DOWN DAKOTA WAY"

mmalla

II

CAMEL

ST AR

EHIERI

4-Hour Stage Revue & Dance
SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

ON SALE
or
TICKETS

"SINGING GUNS"
"MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS
HIS DREAM HOUSE"

"WABASH AVENUE"

AYFAI

"I CHEATED THE LAW"
Tom Conway

PALO ALTO
Drive-In Theater

FRIDAYSATURDAY

BAYSHORE HIGHWAY
FRI., SAT

WHO’s

and then the fun begins.

"Captain China"

Starring
JANE WYMAN
(the lady who took the Oscar)
and DENNIS MORGAN
Warner Bros.’ Happy New Hit

John Payne, Gail Russell

"ALIAS THE CHAMP"

behind Mancuso’s* new
Freeholder Co ininitteit

28, 29

MAY

"Wabash Avenue"
Betty Grab’s, Victor Mature
PLUS

"BLUE GRASS
OF KENTUCKY"

John Payne, JoariCauH101d_

with
Bill Williams and Jane Nigh

TONITE!!!

* * *

JACKPOT l

COLOR

BY CINECOLOR

$10,000.00
IN PRIZES
13 W1133

QUIZ $10,000.00
NATIONAL

PLUS -

Is the same small group of County Employees who so bitterly fought the
adoption of the Charter in 1948 behind the New Freeholder Committee?
Is it the same selfish group who attacked the Charter on a technicality in
the Courts ... after it had been approved by the voters?

ALSO
A Great Outdoor Adventure

"LARCENY"

CASH 1.110V

.

"The Lady
Takes A Sailor"

MAY 26, 27

SUN., MON

3-51175

%v

Cary Grant

PLUS-SWORD OF THE AVENGER"

Coast Radio Store Sherman -Clay
Buy tickets earlyavoid the rush.

13th and GISH ROAD

Vaughn Monroe, Ella Raines
Tues.-Thurs. May
30, 31, June I

PLUS
"THE BIG CAT"
SUN., MON.MAY 28, 29
Betty Gra ble

COAST"

Edward G. Robinson
Joel McCrea, Brian Donlavy

Liiabatil Scott: itabisit

"DAKOTA LIL"
9 p.m. - I a.m.
Box Office Opens
7 p.m.Doors Open
7:30 p.m. $1.50 plus tax

"BARBARY

"PAID IN FULL"

AXmlnater 6-6056
George Montgomery

WiiW.)

VOCAOSIS
ORCHESTRA
;

ALSO

Roy Rogers
SUN.. MON. MAY 28, 29

Of

CARAVAN

IIII 7 A
HIS
1141.
FEAIURING

1

Shamrock

Pouts

MERCHANDISE EACH WEEK

Drive-In Theatre
NOW PLAYING

How were the New Freeholder Committee candidates selected?
Were they "hand-picked" by Pete Mancuso and a few of the
other boys in the Court House who have bitterly opposed improved, efficient, democratic County Government?
If the Court House "Machine" is not behind the New Freeholder group, how
does it happen that the county employees were "requested" to circulate nominating petitions for the New Freeholder candidates?

Is this supporting gromp bent
of "certain" county officials and county employees who fear responsible, efficient, tax-saving county government above the interests of the 270,000 citizens of Santa Clara County who pay their
salaries?
Mr. Mancuso led the opposition to the 1948 Charter prior to its
^ adoption by the voters. He attacked the Charter on a technicality in
the Courts, organized the New Freeholder Commitee and is a candidate for Freeholder. Mr. Mancuso is president of the County Employees Association.

as

LAST

S.

"PALOMINO"

TWO DAYS

"PERFECT
STRANGERS"

IN COLOR

with
Dennis Morgan
Ginger Rogers

"KILLER SHARK"
with
Roddy McDowell

HIT

2nd

"AND BABY
MAKES THREE"

And Cartoon

Robert Young
’Barbara Hale

SUNDAYMONDAY

AY
and

In The
Eiffle Tower"
"Men

ALSO

"KID FROM CLEVELAND"
And. Cartoon

TAIT E
HORROR SHOW

11:30 P.M. FRIDAY
JUNE 2nd

CHARTER-MOVEMENT

A Committee of more than 1.000 Citizens
interested IN good County Goverement.
344 Security Iwlidlog

14 South First St.

Son Jos.. Calif.

ALSO

"BLONDIE HITS THE
JACKPOT"
And Cartoon

Claude Rains
AND-BRIDE OF
FRANKENSTEIN"
FREE FREE
A Used Car
Given Away
Good

Condit ionz_

You May Be The
LUCKY Winner

"JOLSON SINGS
AGAIN"
With Larry Paris

"THE WOLF MAN"

CITIZENS

TUES.WED.THURS.

3 Minutes from Campus1st & ALMA STREETS
_

Show Starts at Dusit
Phone CY 4-6942

12
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Schmidt Gives Views
On Law Enforcement

Police Director Turns on Heat SJS Students
Asked to Aid
Service Group

By ROY HURLBERT
of a hard-working newspaper editor
combination
"Give-me the
and
I’ll guarantee a sound community
chief
a conscietrtious police

and
anywhere,"
This is the frank philosophy of husky Willard E. Schmidt,
in charge" of the San Jose State college police school.
One gets the impression ’that
this man’s experience has moulded
his present ideas into sincere
And, indeed, he has had
plenty of training in the life of
the men in blue. ,
my first pollee
-I got
’lineup’ with the Berkeley pollee
department when I was only IS.
I took a liking to fingerprinting,
and was classified as somewhat
of an authority by the time I
was old enough to vote."
From that.time on, his "record"
grew in proportion, he relates.
- "I stayed with the Berkeley department for 11 years, from 1927
to 1938."
From his personal file, one follows his career
Assistant here from ’38 to ’40,
Director of police training at Sacramento State college for the next
two years a three-year stint with
the federal government during the
war at Tulelake, and later proyoet
marshal with the 491h _Divisional
Military Po I ice, California National Guard in 1946, and back in
Spartaville the same year.
"The program we offer here
is designed to meet the great
demand for competent ’tonnemen effectively. We figure that
a man well versed in the study
of the humanities, and also in
technical pollee training, is the
kind of Individual our society
needs," he said.

"officer

2Summertime Job,
Part-time Ones
Are Being Offered
An American - Indian student,
preferably one who has a knowledge of industrial art’s, is wanted
for afternoon work, including gardening and other work requiring
industrial arts knowledge. The
pay is $1.00 per hour: Contact
Mrs. Ruth Kreinkamp, 1295 Davis
stree
p riTAX-6-40891,-or-Mrs.Florence Kellenberger in the Dean
of Men’s office.
A rod and chain man is wanted
to work in the Santa Cruz mountains from three to four months,
according to Mr. Ralph J. Smith,
engineering professor.
The job requires 40 hours per
week and pays $r.40 per hour. All
interested students are requested
to contact Mr. Smith in Room
13A immediately.

Bing Steals Show
At London Party

Donning a chef’s attire instead of a chiers, Police School Director Willard E. Schmidt "lurks" over a juicy steak to mouthwatering customer at last week’s joint bancWet-61-Lambda Alpha
Epsilon, national police fraternity, and Chi Pi Sigma, campus
police fraternity, at Alum Rock park.

The Volunteer Service Bureau
of the Community Welfare agency
will set up a booth in the Library
arch Monday from 10 a.m. to
three p.m. to enlist the aid of San
Jose State college students for
community service projects.
Teaching majors, social welfare
and O.T. majors will be urged to
sign up for services including child
care, crafts leaders of Veteran’s
Hospitals, typing, and filing. Men
are needed to teach swimming at
the YMCA. Several jobs have
been made available to the Volunteer Service bureau by the local
!Red Cross.
The bureau has offices ? in the
Security building which are open
from 11 a.m, to three p.m. Tuesday and Friday.
Students at Lang Beach City
college supported a similar sign-up
and 30 students volunteered their
’services on the first day, according to Mrs. Carl Stubenrauth, of
4the-viali,ulfeer. _Service bureau.
A drive for volunteers is being
held in the San Jose area and
will end June 3, she said.

xi

Group Activities Grow

Purpose of Forensics
Explained b_y Director
By HOMER SLATER
"During 1949-50, San Jose State college has exoanded

its for-

ensics program, since we have participated in more speech

and debate tournaments, and have had more dual debates than in any year
finch I’ve been here," declared Wilbur F. Luick, director of forensics.
Forensics includes debate, discussion, individual speaking, exteinporaneous talking and oratory, exa.
plained Mr. Luick, who teaches
courses in argumentation, parliamentary law, and advanced public
speaking.

LONDON, May 25 IUP). Bing
Crosby, wearing sloppy clothes
SKATES
and minus his toupee, crashed a
SHOES
dressy. national film award party
ACCESSORIES
at the Dorchester hotel last night
Skating Sessions Nitely From I P.M.
and stayed to steal the show.
PHONE CY 2-3292
He passed the hotel lounge on
For Party Reservations
"Understanding through all1066 THE ALAMEDA
around education is the keynote his way to his suite seeking his
ASB-Supported
for the men entrusted with the "celibate couch," he said --and
, FOR RENT
big job of law enforcement," he took a peek at a glittering array f Forensics pn this carnws is an
room for college women.111911111.11.1.1110.1=
Large
stars
and
impressaries.
ititlifovie
indicates.
extra-curricular activity sponsored housekeeping privilege. 102 S. 14th
"What’s cooking?" Bing asked a
by the Speech department and is . street.
Frequency in the crime rate guest. The guest dragged him in.
supported by the Associated StuWant to rent or exchange: Two
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